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editor’s note

Bored?
Has stand up paddle boarding become boring? It’s a good question and
one that may resonate more with those sweeping for a while rather than
those just discovering the joys/benefits of SUP. Since 2005, when stand
up more or less landed in renaissance form (it’s not a new thing!), there
have been all sorts of developments. From high performance surf, to flat
chat race, white water charging, recreational sweeping, windSUP and
everything else in between; it’s been fast paced and growth was, at
least in those formative years, rapid to ascend. Of late things do seem
to have started to consolidate, but not in a negative way. We’re actually
in a great space in terms of knowing what kit can do and type of stand
up we can achieve.
There’s still a regular influx of paddlers each summer, and some of those do
indeed go on to progress. A good many don’t though. Maybe because
there’s no defined pathway, maybe it’s restraints of the equipment
purchased or maybe it’s because those entering SUP don’t have prior water
skills. Not that there’s anything wrong with that if opportunity to develop
presents itself.
For my money SUPs never been so colourful with opportunities everywhere
you look. But then I’m heavily involved and immersed in watersports culture
across various forms. And within that sentence it’s ‘culture’ that we all
should focus upon.
I live, breathe and bleed the water. It’s my life, my family’s and all my friends.
Where we reside certainly plays its part – I appreciate not everyone has ready
access to stretches of brine. In the UK we don’t have a watersports or even
‘waterman’ culture as they do in places like Polynesia. For sure seasonal
weather doesn’t help – winter can be extremely off putting. And without this
wide reaching cultural inspiration the ‘want’ to get out there really needs to be
actively sought. If it isn’t forthcoming I can totally understand why floating
about mere yards from the shore, without a pre-defined goal of what you’re
going to achieve, does mean stand up can lose appeal quickly. Add to the mix
skunking’s born of Mother Nature’s unappreciable moods (wind being the
biggest factor) and you can appreciate why newbies can quickly move on to
other things. There are, of course, other factors in the mix, but the cultural
element certainly adds weight.
SUP has so many routes to follow. And it doesn’t just halt with swinging a
paddle. Look in these very pages and you’ll see options and ways to make
your sessions engaging. If you’re wanting to spice things up then this can
be readily achieved. The great thing about stand up paddle boarding is it
opens minds.
Anyone fully engaged with stand up has a job to do. We’re all educators and
ambassadors and have the ability to show SUP and its many disciplines in a
positive light. If your passion is racing, for instance, then passing on that
stoke to a new recruit is positive and one way to increase the culture of SUP.
Same with downwind, surf and other aspects.
As we draw to the end of summer there’s still plenty of time to enthuse
about stand up and show others just what’s capable. Heading into autumn,
where performance conditions are more likely to be found, why not be the
leading light within your circle of contacts? Show them stand up paddling
isn’t boring at all with plenty of versatility, progression and ways to have fun
even with winter being just around the corner. Love it and live it – SUP
certainly isn’t boring that’s for sure!
Enjoy the latest issue of SUPM and maybe we’ll see you for a float…
Tez Plavenieks, August 2019
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz.
Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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Mark Salter winning the Celtic Cup, Cornwall. Photo: Dave Fuller Photography
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The bicycle of…

WATER

SUP is so
accessible that
anyone from five
to 75 can do it
with ease
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Words and pics: Corran Addison
Paddleboarding has delivered the dream to the
masses that kayaking has been trying to do for
decades. It’s almost safe to say that if you live in the
developed world, almost everyone knows someone
who has paddleboarded.
As a surfer and kayaker, when I first saw paddleboarding in 2005, I thought it
looked stupid. Why would you try to combine these two sports? It seemed akin
to the invention of the monoski to me.
Paddleboarding back then was focused on high performance wave riding, and
within a year or two, racing. It was never about activity being accessible to the
masses. In the spring of 2006, I tried paddleboard surfing for the first time and
instantly loved it. I used giant 10-foot behemoth, that weighed a ton, but the
spark was ignited.
On returning home that evening, I immediately began to shape a board – a
7’11” x 30” ‘performance’ SUP. At the time something this small was fairly
unheard of. Within weeks, I thought I could make a better race board than the
current ones being used – essentially long skinny surf shapes. Tapping into
my roots – the vast majority of kayakers in South Africa race K1 sprint and
marathon boats – I shaped what was essentially a stand on K1. That same
year, I thought that it would be possible to run whitewater on a SUP, and
shaped what was essentially a stand on ‘river running kayak’.

To some, SUP delivers
a new way to revisit
old places, like a 20day trip down the
Grand Canyon
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The imagery of big wave surfing, is part of what
attracts people who would never try it
themselves. They become part of this romantic
extreme club by association

With all these ideas and avenues I was
exploring in 2006, all were focused
squarely on increased performance.
Each idea was targeted at someone like
myself – an athlete looking to
challenge and drive himself.

Recreation
However, then a lightbulb went off. In
kayaking, things like white water,
racing and surfing are a small
percentage of total participants. The
vast majority of people who kayak do
so recreationally. Despite its European
roots of rivers and racing, where
kayaking really saw growth was
recreationally with ‘everyman’ out on
his lake, or her estuary.
It seemed like a match made in heaven.
Imagine if some land locked person in
Kansas, or Bavaria, could go ‘surfing’; if
they could stand on a surfboard, and
glide across the surface of the water.
This would bring the romance of surfing
to the recreational needs of your average
outdoors enthusiast.

Of course I was not alone. Others had
seen this recreational user avenue as
the future of paddleboarding and by
2012 the surfers, racers and white
water paddlers were an almost
insignificant minority. They are critical
of course to the sports growth, as they
provide the imagery and romance that
then drives the influx to the
recreational aspect.

By the end of the year I had my first
plastic SUP in production, and I was
flogging it to every recreational kayak,
or for that matter, general sports store,
I could imagine.
Imagine Surf was the name of my
company and in 2010, I sold it to an
investment group in California for $2
million. This is significant because it
shows the speed at which the sport had
grown in just five years since its
arrival. In the three short years
between 2007 and 2010 that I was
growing Imagine, I had designed and
built dozens of recreational boards
that had only one purpose – to put
everyone, everywhere on a
paddleboard on any body of water. In
2012, I founded a new SUP company
named Corran SUP, that I sold again in
2014. I use these personal examples
simply as a first hand illustration of
just how fast the sport was growing.

A comparatively small company like
Rivera, based out of California, was
doing almost $10 million a year by
2015. That’s one company doing about
10% of the entire kayaking industries
gross sales. Body Glove, a relatively
new player in SUP, outstrips most of
these companies combined.
I wish I could claim the quote that SUP
is the bicycle of water as mine, but alas
I cannot. However, in that one simple
sentence, Reid Inouye from Stand Up
Paddle Magazine summed up why
paddleboarding was destined to be the
global success it has become.

And the sport just continues to grow at
an exponential rate.
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It wasn’t long before people were taking their
pets out as part of their paddling experience
By the summer of 2007, Corran had designed (right to left) a 7’11” surf SUP, a white
water SUP, a sunk deck recreational SUP and a keeled racing SUP

The 2010 Battle of the Paddle. If you lived in Hawaii or California, SUP was a very
inward looking sport, dedicated to high performance surfing and racing

It was quickly evident that the main
attraction for paddleboarding was recreation,
and not an extreme performance sport

Paddleboarding provides a unique way of exploring. The boards are light
enough to carry into remote areas, where you’re free to navigate into
secluded places
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The healthy alternative

Many of these uses I did not see. Or course
over the years I’ve built many
paddleboards for all these uses, but I
certainly never predicted it. I was as much
a passenger on this runaway train as
anyone else.

The appeal of SUP today has spread far
beyond anything I envisioned back before
2010. Fitness was obvious, as was wildlife
watching, but yoga? Fishing? Party barges?
Stand up rafting? And where it seems to
have the largest appeal, a social event.
Many recreational SUP paddlers simply
want to go out in small groups and chit
chat. There is no specific goal – it’s the
healthy alternative to meeting your friends
for a drink after work to unwind and relax,
but instead of being over drinks, it’s for a
leisurely paddle together where friends
catch up.

The arrival of the inflatable paddleboard was
a game changer – not for performance
paddlers but for the average user. In fact,
there are very few on-water situations where
inflatable boards are better than a hard shell,
but they have the significant advantage of
rolling up into a medium sized backpack.
The advantage for the growth of the sport is
clear. If you commute for your paddle on a
bicycle, or public transport, a backpack is an
absolute necessity. If you live in a block of
flats, it’s a necessity. The inflatable board
opened the door for tens of millions of people
to the sport who otherwise could not have
participated. Suddenly, the paddleboard
really was the bicycle of the water.
The first inflatable boards were pretty poor
in quality in performance, but some driving
pioneers like Red SUP were part of a drive to
really fix these problems, improve and
prove the product. Others, like Body Glove,
have combined these new improved
inflatable technologies with all the little
bells and whistles that one expects to find
in a recreational kayak, improving the
overall paddling experience. And of course,
the cost of ownership has dropped
dramatically in the last decade, making it
financially accessible to anyone with even
a sparse amount of disposable income.

Whitewater paddle boarding has
grown exponentially, but like sup
surfing, remains by comparison
almost insignificant

My mother in law paddleboards and she’s in
her mid 60s, as does my son who’s five. My

wife’s girlfriends all paddleboard, as does the
daughter of my sons’ daycare owner. I see
the girl who works at the supermarket
checkout on our local lake, and overhear
people in the shopping centre talking about
it. In fact, as a little experiment, over the last
few weeks I’ve been asking all my friends
(kayakers and non-kayakers) if they
personally know anyone who paddleboards,
and every single one does: someone they
know has paddleboarded. It’s almost safe to
say that if you live in the developed world,
almost everyone knows someone who has
paddleboarded.
Sort of like a bicycle.

SUP has for many replaced kayaking as
the ideal craft for fishing. The standing
position provides better visibility below
the water than sitting in a kayak
Yoga has become a major part of
paddle boarding over the last half
dozen years, adding a new dimension
to this fitness craze

13
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Left: The arrival of inflatable paddle boards suddenly made the sport accessible to
tens of millions more people globally

Fitness paddling is
undoubtedly one of
the largest parts of
paddle boarding,
along with Yoga

Most people paddle boarding have little idea
of how a paddle board is traditionally made:
the thousands of hours some shapers spend
perfecting their craft

Advantage SUP
For many Yoga is a massive part of the
appeal, and without a doubt the fishing
segment has grown in leaps and bounds. And
there are now SUPs with rigging on them that
make the sport accessible to people in
wheelchairs. And of course there is windSUP,
where you can attach a sail to the board.

So just what is the appeal of paddleboarding?
Why has it become such a success? Well, it’s
sexy. Surfing is sexy. Kayaking isn’t really as
sexy. It also doesn’t have that perceived
feeling of entrapment that kayaks have.
They’re much lighter than kayaks, easier to
transport and you feel freer paddling one.
The learning curve is arguably faster than
learning to ride a bicycle. You can see more
than a kayak, and it takes less effort to
paddle a paddleboard at a nonchalant pace
than to walk, allowing for easy exploration
and appreciation of nature.

If there was a sport, not just a watersport,
but any sport at all, that is truly the catch
all for any kind of person, from any walk of
life, any demographic, then that sport is
paddleboarding.

The arrival of inexpensive, mass produced
paddleboards opened the market up to a new
demographic of user that might not have shown
interest in the early days of SUP, when all boards
were well over a €1,000
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protect yourself from the elements
www.liquidsports.co.uk

HIGH PERFORMANCE OCEAN NECESSITIES

COFFEE TABLE

AMAKUA

KAIMANA

HELE

MALOLO

MANUA KEA

OHANA

GUN

PONO

PRE ORDER FOR 2020 COLLECTION NOW AVAILABLE
Packages include full carbon fixed paddle, fins,
leash and board bag. Prices start at £750
Sizes range from:
7’0” x 23” x 3 1/2“ to 14’0” x 24” x 51/8“

Est. 2003

hyprnalu.co.uk
+44 (0)1202 091868
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Fit for the

wave!
Words: Dirk Herpel
Pics: Dirk Herpel
You want to go with your SUP to the place, where our sport is born?
Listen up: Paulina Herpel, acting German Champion on the wave, is
going to take you with her on the sea.

No matter where you catch your first wave, you will have the unique feeling of
weightlessness and speed for the first time. After that first taste, you want to get more
and more – so get out there!
However, as always, it looks a lot easier than it is. Sure, you already standing on the board
when you’re paddling towards the wave. There is no difficult take off like surfers have to
do but you have to learn everything else, like reading and noticing the swell, getting in
the right position and paddling at the right moment.
A stiff all-rounder SUP board on flat water quickly gets shaky on the sea.
So, if possible, do not take a board that’s too short, for the first ride
on a wave. It’s hard enough to read the waves in the line up –
the zone where the waves break.
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Longboard or shortboard?
Everything over nine-foot (around 2.4m)
and a wide nose is classified as a longboard.
Most of the allround-SUPs are pretty big
longboards. A few companies still build
‘real’ logs designed only for surfing. These
are thinner in the edges, have more curves
in the underwater hull and its possible for
advanced or light surfers to do turns in big
waves as well. These shapes clearly react
with more sensitivity with foot control than
the more comfortable allround boards.
However, all these boards have in common
is that you can paddle quite early in the
waves. Early means when the waves have
not formed that steeply.
Basically the rule of thumb counts:
The shorter the board and less the volume,
the closer you have to get to the breaking

part to get the wave. The benefit of a small
board is the manoeuvrability and the ability
to ride the wave close to the breaking part.
Professionals use shortboards usually with
tiny excess volume (weight to volume) of
five litres.
So-called wide body boards, shorter boards,
mostly over 32-inch wide, helps untrained
rides. Excess volume here is around 40
litres. The short, wide boards are more
manoeuvrable than longboards, but still
quite stable. When you are serious SUPing
waves you definitely should take a
hardboard. There is not an iSUP on the
market as yet where you can really
compare them to a hardboard. The reasons
mostly are the thick edges of an iSUP
because the leadership on the slope of the
wave is not enough.
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Length of the paddle

thicker the calibre of the leash has to be.
Always check on any damage. A cracked
leash can be a dangerous accident waiting
to happen.

Usually the height of your head is enough
but the smaller the board the shorter the
paddle. The best is when you always bend
your knees to keep your balance. You also
can use a variable paddle, but sand and
salty water are not good for these paddle
systems. If you do use one always flush out
after the session.

Getting washed

Leash
The leash is a life policy for you and fellow
surfers. Always make sure to take the proper
leash for your board. This means a bit
longer than your board length, and the
bigger the wave or heavier the board, the
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Try not to have the board between you and
the wave. Save yourself by putting up your
hands over your head under water. The
bigger the board the harder the leash pulls
you. Therefore, you use a leash placed
under the knee with bulkier boards. Don’t
forget to hold your paddle. Once it is gone it
could take some time till you find it. Never
use a drysuit because you won’t be able to
dive under the wave.
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Right of way in the line up

catches the wave earlier than a longboarder.
Not a good idea, it is important in the line up
to recruit from the back. And when it’s your
turn and you stand your wave you get a few
more points. Just sitting and waiting for
waves can also raise the mood.

Shortboarder, longboarder, boogie boarder –
on good days there are many surfers in the
line up. So as a stand up paddler you should
use your biggest benefit and take a lonelier
wave. Usually more on the right or left of the
bunch waves break too. And with the SUP
board you are quite quick.

So here the most important
rules in the line up:

As a beginner you should keep out of the
bunch as you will endanger yourself and
others if you can’t control your big board in
the line up. Who is going out with surfers in
the line up? It should be made clear if stand
up paddlers aren’t welcome guests. One
reason for sure is that mostly the SUP boarder
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At the beginning you may have great
ambitions, however, if in doubt better stay
on the beach. Usually the waves are a little
bigger than they seem to be from the coast.
When you do not feel comfortable, it’s not
your day, there will be another.
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Surfing etiquette

differently but it’s the best you keep
cool. There is going to be a next wave.
5. Practice respect. Even when you have the
right of way. If you take a wave of
another by mistake instantly apologise.
6. If you get flushed try to hold your board
and paddle.

1. A surfer who is closer to the breaking
part of the wave has the right of way.
2. One wave, one surfer.
3. The riding surfer has the right of way in
front of the surfer who is paddling out,
which means sometimes you have to
take the long way around the waves in
order that no surfer gets disturbed.
4. Line ups do not mean standing in a
queue. After you have surfed your wave
you wait until it’s your turn again.
Sometimes locals see this rule a little
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So that’s enough theory.
The waves are calling!
Have fun.
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RIDER MANUELA JUNGO

PHOTO FISH BOWL DIARIES

THE JEWEL
OF THE
OCEAN

DIAMOND AIR
9’8”, 10’4”, 11’6”

DIAMOND BAMBOO
9’6”, 10’6”, 11’6”

Ride wild and free with
our female specific
Diamond collection.
Eye-catching, smooth
and lightweight, our
3-model line-up caters
to pro riders, adventure
seekers and newbies.
Girls, it’s go time!
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Salt life
Mark

Salter
Interview: SUPM
Photos: Dave Fuller Photography, Sarah Thornely of Supjunkie and
Mark Salter
What’s it like to get involved with SUP and then hear the call of
racing? We caught up with Mark Salter to find out more about
him and the appeal of smashing the miles.
Tell us when and how you discovered SUP…
A few years ago, I went on a date with a lady who told me she was about to head off to
Florida to become a yoga teacher. A year later on Facebook I saw that she had started a
Paddle Boarding club in Nottingham. There weren’t many clubs around and I’d never
heard of it. It looked fantastic though so I went for a lesson. That very same year, that
lady became my wife and we’ve been paddling together ever since. She’s my race coach
now too!

What appealed?
I used to be a keen skier. It was the only thing that got me away from the stresses of life
and business. I get that same sense of freedom and endorphins from Paddle
Boarding..plus paddling is very much more accessible and affordable. We take our boards
everywhere we go.

How did you get into racing?
In all sports, I’ve always wanted to be the fastest - so when I first saw a photo of racy
looking Naish N1sco inflatable online, I loved the design and wanted to try one. N1sco
has a category at all GBSUP Series races so in 2018 I took it along to my first race, The
Battle of the Thames. I was by myself that day so it was a little overwhelming to see the
top racers on their narrow carbon boards but I did OK – my goal was to complete the
distance and try not to fall off in front of anyone!
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Winning the Celtic Cup, Cornwall
s
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Any other type of paddling?

My wins so far this year have been: first
places in the 12’6 category at the Celtic Cup
Cornwall, Head of the Dart and Cardiff
International White Water Fest. I placed
second at Battle of the Thames and
Nottingham Paddle in the Park.

I’ve never paddled anything else. My only
experience on water was some windsurfing
as a teenager. I got swept out to sea when I
was in the West Indies. I swallowed a fair
amount of water and had to be rescued. I
didn’t really like being on the sea after that.

Battle of the Thames

There’s just one race to go in the GBSUP
Technical Series – I’m hoping to win that
series!

If so, which do you prefer and
why? What board category do
you race in?

What’s your main SUP goal
moving forwards and why?

12’6”s – I love this race category because the
boards are very equal. I’ve won races on
carbon and inflatable boards – there’s very
little difference in speed and 12’.6”s aren’t
particularly narrow so we’re all on a level
playing field. There’s plenty of competition
within 12’6, which make up the largest
contingent at many of the race events.

My wife and I are both planning to race the
massive 750k Yukon River Quest Race in
2021. It looks like a beautiful area of the
world and I’m strangely excited by the
danger of bear territory.

Any plans to get involved with
international competition?

Where do you normally paddle
and who with?

We’ve loads in the diary already. Next month
I’ll be racing 220K for the first time at 11
Cities SUP Race in the Netherlands. Given the
high wind in recent years it could be tough.
The following week, we are in Greece for the
annual Corinth Canal Crossing.

I paddle with #TeamSUP on the River Trent
and on the local canals and lakes in
Nottingham. The only thing we don’t have
close by to the Midlands is the sea so we take
our boards on holidays with us. We paddle
everywhere though – next week we’re off to
paddle 260K from Hull to Liverpool right from
east to west coast England!

I’ll be racing again in December at the Nautic
Paddle Paris on the River Seine and then
preparing for next year which will include the
ChattaJack 31k race in Tennessee, Casper
Steinfath’s new Midsummer Viking Challenge
in Copenhagen which is new 24 hour team
event. I’m also planning to fit in some of the
winter GlaGla (meaning freezing) races in
France and the Euro Tour ocean races.

Any specific training regimes
you go through?
I’ve had compression of the spine for around
15 years and I have arthritis in my shoulders
from years of kickboxing so my training
plans are of low impact and they allow the
body to rest and rebuild between sessions.
Here’s my plan:
l
Paddling four times a week, which
comprises of a 10-12K timed paddle, a 5K
timed paddle, HITT sprint paddling and a
skills session.
l
Weekends – endurance paddling
between 25K to 50K.
l
Weights 2 -3 times a week – which I have
to do or I lose a lot of weight just paddling.
l
Cross training twice a week – step
machine is my favourite as it’s good for
leg strength as well as cardio,
l
and 2-3 hours of yoga per week, which I
really should do more of before and after
paddling!

Paddleboarding brings
people together - The
friendships that we’ve
made; we never would
have met such a
wonderful and kind set
of people without
Paddleboarding. We’re
blessed.

Talk us through your best
results to date…
2019 is my first full race season. It’s been
fantastic fun and I’m delighted to have come
a close second place in the GBSUP Distance
series overall standings.
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“It’s the excitement of
racing and really, I love
the whole experience.
For all of us that race,
we're having the time
of our lives.”

The Celtic Cup, Cornwall

Cardiff
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My favourite may well be Cornwall
though. We just went there for the SUP
Series Celtic Cup event. With huge clean
beaches and surf; there was even a little
blue shark that joined in the race with us.

Where’s your dream SUP
destination and why?
Cassie (my wife) is a keen adventurer, she
plans our Club’s (www.supfitness.co.uk)
adventures and challenges. We’ve been
fortunate to paddle in amazing countries
already. Remote islands in Cambodia,
Corsica, Greece, France, Slovenia and Ibiza.

What motivates you to paddle?
The adrenalin of competing. I visualise
winning and put a high expectation on
myself. I can barely hold a conversation
with anyone before a race as I’m so
wound up - but it’s just the excitement of
racing and really, I love the whole
experience.

The St Petersburg area of Florida is our
favourite for winter; paddling with the
manatees, dolphins, turtles, jumping fish
and exotic birds in the flat warm waters of
the Gulf of Mexico.
Having said all that, some of the most
beautiful paddles that we’ve done are in
Britain. My wife and I paddled coast-tocoast Scotland and it felt like we were the
only people there for two whole days. It
was challenging yet magical across the
windy monster that is Loch Ness.

I do also love adventuring and exploring
new destinations with my wife and with
friends though – that balance is
important to keep paddling being fun and
not just about training.

I’ve also just ordered the new Naish
Javelin 14x24. It looks out of this world
and it should be one of the fastest boards
on the market. I’m using it for 11 Cities.
I’m addicted to owning boards so I have a
rental lock-up just to keep them in.

How do you think this may
improve moving forwards?
Carbons are fantastic but they’re fragile.
I’ve had two broken this year already. One
from a recent swan attack. The bird
smashed big holes in the bow with it’s
wings. I wish they were more durable.

Give us your view on SUP race
gear at the moment…

The Lake District is beautiful for paddling
and again it’s beautifully quiet in winter.
The Pontcysyllte Aqueduct in Wales is the
world’s highest as it’s right on our
doorstep. Just last week we paddled under
Durdle Door with our SUP friends in Dorset.

It’s got so much better and more
affordable in the last couple of years as
new brands have come to market. Boards
are tailored to every specialism
and there are some

Cardiff
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beautiful designs out there which is why I
have so many boards! My 2019 Naish
Maliko 14ft is superb with chop and wind,
my race-winning Razzle Dazzle 12’6 is
light and quick off the mark.

The Celtic Cup, Cornwall
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What’s your weapon of choice –
board and paddle?
I’m a fairly light paddler with a good
cadence so a smaller board suits me best I really believe that people are best to
choose boards that are most suitable for
their body size (as well as their skill level
and water conditions).
I love my RRD 12’6 on the lake and the
river. It’s lightweight, it looks ace and it has
a great name; “Razzle Dazzle” - but on the
sea, I’m quicker on a wider inflatable.
That’s very common as stability is
paramount to be able to power down
through the legs and generate speed.
My Naish Maliko 14x24 carbon is super
stable in the chop and tracks well for
longer distances. It’s a delight to ride up
and down wind. Every board has it’s pros
and cons so it’s a big advantage for a racer
to have access to a range of boards flatwater and sea races are such different
types of events.
Not everyone can accommodate hard
boards though. They require a lot of space

and care and of course it’s incredibly
difficult to take them overseas so I’m a big
fan of inflatables.

to partake in, to the thrill of racing, it’s just
the perfect way to spend free time. Paddle
Boarding brings people together - The
friendships that we’ve made; we never
would have met such a wonderful and kind
set of people without Paddle Boarding.
We’re blessed.

My perfect paddle is the Black Project
Texacarbon 83. It’s super light and forgiving
on the body. It’s brilliant for mid and longdistance paddling.
For sprinting, I did once own a QuickBlade
V-Drive 101. It sticks like glue when you
plant it so you get a massive drive from
every stroke so it’s super quick. I sold it to a
friend and then soon wished I hadn’t!

Thanks and praise?
I'd very much like to thank and appreciate
the organisers for the events. The GBSUP
Series events in particular are outstanding
and for all of us that race, we're having the
time of our lives. Please keep doing what
you do for many years to come.

If you could design and shape
your perfect board what it look
like and why?

Praise also to my wife Cassie Salter who
dedicates every single day to growing the
sport. She’s a superb coach and positive
influence on many people’s lives. She’s
built an awesome community in
Nottingham. It’s a massive friendship
group who support and cheer-on at the
races. It’s amazing to hear that when you’re
on the water. It really keeps you going.

I’d love a 12’6 lightweight carbon that was
only 23” wide but with the buoyancy and
stability to allow me to put full power down.
Even better if it could handle sea chop.

Any final thoughts on SUP?
I’ve only positive things to say – from the
health benefitting, stress relieving, scenic
adventures that I’ve been fortunate enough

Check mark out at insta@saltersup

Battle of the Bay
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Photo: Sarah Thornely (SUPjunkie)
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SUP NECK
SYNDROME
Words: Elaine Farquharson
Pics: Elaine Farquharson, Georgia Schofield @georgiascofieldphotos and Peter Tranter
As a physio I hear a lot about your niggles from SUP, but did you know a lot of your
pins and needles and arm pains could be coming from your neck? In the last edition
of SUPM, we learnt about the importance of posture to keep ourselves healthy out on
the water. This month we are going to take a closer look at our necks and understand
the mobility and posture needed to prevent overload as well as some of the potential
problems you can develop if you are not aware of your technique or kit.
The job of the neck is to hold up our head, but it also protects the vital blood vessels and nerves. Did you
know that your head is the heaviest body part? Research shows in our neutral posture it weights 10lbs.
Bending the head forward by about 30degrees can increase the weight to 40lbs and in our SUP racing
position as high as 60lbs. This creates a lot of strain on our muscles, joints and discs. They need to be
trained well and we should perform exercises to counterbalance the overload. For example, lying on a
Pilates foam roller after SUP’ing helps to lower disc pressure, loosen stiff joints and stretch some of the
muscle tightness.
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Pins and needles, dizziness
and headaches
The nerves and blood vessels are protected in the tunnels or
foramen of the spine. We are designed to open and close these
tunnels when we move. However, if we do that for prolonged
periods it can irritate these structures. This can explain
symptoms like pins and needles, dizziness, and headaches. The
problem is the weight of our head during a long paddle is a
challenge to maintain good posture. We end up sagging the
neck, poking our chins out causing a hinging effect at a
joint segment.
This closing of the joint space irritates the nerve
even more. You might not notice neural
symptoms initially as they often come on
later or wake you up at night. We can easily
prevent this though if we ensure good spinal
mobility in the mid-back, choose the correct
paddle length, and improve muscular
endurance of the neck and shoulders.
So, to be able to SUP with a good neck
health we need to be able to bow forward
whilst avoiding sticking our chin out. The
neck needs to remain nice and long and it’s
the job of the deep neck flexor muscles that
hold the front of the neck in this neutral
position. So, if you’re a weekend warrior and
spend all week at your desk then sort out
your workstation for the sake of your SUP
enjoyment!

Press up
To strengthen the deep neck flexor
muscles, pretend you have a hot air
balloon on the crown of your
head lengthening the neck or
you can perform a gentle
nodding exercise lying on
your back with your head
on a pillow. A progression
of this is to perform a
press up against the wall
but keep the neck long
and your imaginary
balloon overhead. Keep
your shoulder blades
sucked onto the chest
wall they shouldn’t be
wobbling around as you
perform the movement.

Facet joint

To have an efficient
forward paddle stroke we
need to ensure the
thoracic spine has
enough flexibility to
rotate to plant the
blade in the water. If
we don’t have this, we
tend to round the
back to gain reach
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get your leg movement correct.
So, there’s a lot of technique
and biomechanics to
ponder on when you’re
enjoying the challenge of
distance paddling.

which increases our pokey chin position.
Also, we stop using our lats and start to use
little neck muscles instead which fatigue
quickly causing further slouching and
overload.

Thoracic spine

Talking of shoulders did you know your
shoulder blade posture is important to neck
health? If they are weak, they tend to
slouch downwards dragging on the neck
muscles, or if you allow uncontrolled
movement such as shoulder blade winging
the neck muscles again can over work. So,
make sure you build up the back of the
shoulder blade muscles through exercises
like rowing, and try not to just let the front
more dominant pectorals get tight. If you
do this, you’ll end up rounding your posture
and joint stiffness will follow which can hurt.

A short paddle can also further perpetuate
this problem. To improve mobility in the
thoracic spine try lying on your back with
your knees up and roll the legs gently side to
side. A good exercise on your board is to place
the paddle across the sternum and practice
rotating the torso left and right keeping your
pelvis still, the paddle will give you some
reference that you are moving correctly.
A good pull phase to the stoke depends
upon our muscular strength and endurance.
A big blade is going to require more force. If
you’re not strong enough go for a smaller
blade especially over longer distances,
otherwise you will cheat, and those poor
neck muscles become overloaded.

The head itself plays a very important role in
balance. It’s the first part of the body we gain
control of as a baby and with that goes
reflexes and skills such as head righting
reactions to keep us upright. We also use our
eyes and ears for balance which will affect
your neck posture. If you go too narrow on
your board or the conditions are too
challenging it could be the
reason why you are
developing a lot of
tension in your neck.

Then there’s your shaft length, if it’s too long
as we pull through, you’ll have no choice but
to shrug your shoulder hence overloading the
neck. Just to complicate it even further you
may have a perfect paddle, but your leg
motion will relatively cause you to behave if
your paddle is too short or long if you don’t
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then it doubles the problem with your
breathing. So perhaps practice checking how
your breath too. The lower ribs should move
out on inspiration and relax in on expiration,
especially when you are working hard.

Try improving your balance on dry land and
remember to challenge your visual field too.
Can you move your head but keep your
eyes still or move your thoracic only whilst
you have your eyes closed? Our
proprioception is crucial if you want the
neck to be more relaxed during SUP.

So, there you have it, the complexities of the
neck and how complicated our body is to
keep the whole thing healthy. It’s possibly
the most overused and challenged region
through SUP, however the good news is
there is so much we can do to keep it
working well and healthy. Remember
prevention is much better than cure so a
little TLC from time to time will be worth its
weight in gold.

Breathing
I bet you never think about how your
breathing works either, well that’s important
too. Poor intercostal action means we start to
use our accessory muscles and yes, you’ve
got it they’re also your neck muscles. Guess
what if you have thoracic stiffness as well

Ryan James
www.instagram.com/ryan_james_ocean_athlete
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ACCEPTANCE
SUP in waves with Real Surfing
Magazine’s Steve Halpin
Words: Steve Halpin Pics: SUPM
Steve Halpin is owner/founder/editor of Real Surfing Magazine. RSM aims to represent what’s
really going down on UK beaches and among surfers in this neck of the wood with a slight
leaning towards the nostalgia end of the spectrum. There’s also quite a bit of banter aimed at
stand-up paddlers who frequent wavey venues. As such, and with a tongue in cheek
approach, Steve’s usually good for a chat about SUPing in waves and why it’s still a struggle
for acceptance.
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then moved to Newquay in the late
eighties. Saved hard and travelled all over
the world surfing for many years and
have been fortunate to surf many of the
best waves our planet has to offer. I first
shortboarded for many years and over the
last 15 have focused my surfing on retro
twin fins, single fins and longer boards.

Tell us about the ethos of Real
Surfing Magazine and who you
aim to represent…
Real Surfing Magazine is aimed at the
everyday surfer and focuses on surfers
and stories you can relate to as well as
famous surfers of surfing past and
present. We do not allow the big
corporate labels to advertise in there and
advertising on the whole is kept down to
a minimum. We prefer the mag to be full
of content and have more of a surfing
community vibe and old school beliefs
with inspirational stories mostly UK
based and lots of interviews with surfers
that would not normally make it in the
surfing magazines but have an
interesting story to tell.

Your local stomping ground is
Surf City UK – Newquay. How’s
it living down there these days?
Newquay has changed a lot over the
years but then so has the world around
it. I love it here and I loathe it at the
same time but I would struggle to live
anywhere else. So much happens here
but yet so little. The lineups are
definitely more crowded today, but you
can still get plenty of waves. I love the
fact there are so many beaches in a short
distance and varying facing beaches to
find shelter when needed in Newquay.

What’s your surfing
background?
I started surfing back in 1985 in
Southwick, West Sussex, near Brighton
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There are also lots of posers, fake
middle-class surfers and grumpy
shortboarders that falsely have a sense
of entitlement but I suppose it keeps the
scene ‘interesting’ and alive.

How often are you out surfing?
I surf at least every other day on
average. My mission is to surf at least 15
days a month minimum, in the worst,
and the best of conditions. There are too
many spoiled locals that only go in when
it’s cooking and then moan that they are
out of shape or are not in tune with the
banks on a certain beach. I sometimes
enjoy the onshores even more than the
clean days as you get to surf when it`s
really quiet and have such low
expectations. I often chuckle to myself
that if this ‘rubbish day’ was back in
Brighton, it would be epic. It is all about
appreciating what you have and it keeps
you fit and able to enjoy the waves when
it’s good because you are on your game.
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See many stand up paddlers in
the waves around your ‘hood?

Are there any venues you see
with more paddlers? If so, why
do you think these places
attract them?

Yes, too many hahaha! I do not have a
problem with SUPers on rivers, puddles,
lakes or any flat water but not a fan of it in
the waves.

The bay is the SUP capital here I guess as it
is generally full of newbies and
intermediates looking for an easy time and
I see quite few at Watergate. I think the bay
is a bit dangerous though due to the
straight handers and closeout waves often
there, especially at low tide. I don’t know of
any SUP ‘nests’ though or maybe I’m
blocking it out through trauma.

What’s the general vibe in the
water like if a ‘sea sweeper’ rocks
up for a slice of the action?
I think most people mutter under their
breath oh f.f.s. I think if a SUPer is at a
good standard, it’s not so bad as at least
(you hope) they may be able to control
their board, which is a small percentage,
but I suppose it is the same with surfers
too. The thing is that SUP is seen as a
threat just like longboarders that can surf
or actually even body boarders. If there is
someone that is able to hustle in the lineup and have good wave catching ability,
then they are a pain in the arse of course
and it equals less waves. Someone that
can catch more waves is frowned upon,
much the same as how shortboarders
view longboarders when they turn up and
can surf.

Anyone particularly stand out in
terms of SUP surfing skill who
you’d happily give a pass to?
Pete Edkins has got balls. I saw him once at
Cribbar charging 20ft waves. Adam Zervas
used to be out on a SUP for ages, but I think
he gave it up in waves and went back to
longboarding, otherwise I couldn`t tell you
anyone’s names on SUP.

Why is SUP still a hard nut to
crack in terms of acceptance
within surfing line ups?
Everyone that can’t surf thinks it’s a
shortcut to surfing waves, many don’t have

the fitness levels or can’t pop up and that is
scary, by default they have no idea of
surfing etiquette and that is a major factor
and part of surfing culture. When a SUPer
turns up and gets greedy, they are going to
really stand out. Longboarders and SUPers
have a very long reach to hit you when they
fall off with a 10-foot board and 10-foot of
leash that’s 20ft of danger coming at you.
It is also relatively new and looks rubbish.

Would you say surfers think
SUPers are on the lowest rung
of the pecking order ladder or
are there more loathed
waterborne craft about?
Kayakers are equal, bodyboarders are above.

Do you think opinion is likely to
change?
No.

What about SUP foils or foils in
general – seeing much of that
in waves?
Don’t get me started, there is something
about turning up at the beach with all that
gear that never sat right with me. I love it
that surfing is just you and the board, easy.

Blackfish Paddles

Passion. Quality. Performance

High Quality, Hand Crafted
Carbon SUP Paddles

We design, manufacture & distribute
high quality, handcrafted SUP
paddles.All our blades and handles
are handcrafted in our factory in
Thailand using the highest quality
materials. Our manufacturing
processes ensure your paddle will
not only look great but will provide
an exceptional paddling experience.
www.blackfishpaddles.com www.getonthewater.co.uk/blackfish
Distributed in the UK and Europe by UK Watersports Ltd blackfish@ukwatersportsltd.co.uk
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except for the windsurfers. But then
windsurfing wasn’t such a problem because
we we’re not in the same area as such.

None of this loading up your van or roof rack
with boards, sails and booms. That’s what
used to get me about windsurfing. By the
time you have set your gear up and ponced
about I’ve been in the water for half hour. To
be honest though, even down here, I have
only seen a couple of foils and they were
done with a kite at Watergate and in control.
It looked boring though.

SUPing is its own thing and I get that and
ultimately it is all tongue in cheek really
and as much as many surfers think SUPing
is crap, as humans we have to have
something to laugh at. In the old days we
were having a go at the bodyboarders.
Kayaking is probably the only other ‘craft’
that is as rubbish but I always make a point
of saying hi to them in the surf if they are
boating by, and the same with SUPers. They
are still people and are just lost or confused.
Surfing is rad, skateboarding is rad.

Have you ever tried stand up
paddle surfing?
Don`t be so ridiculous.

What about witnessing
anybody previously dissing SUP
and then next thing they’re
involved as well – observed any
of that?

Segways, SUP, scooters and anything with a
foil on it (except baked potatoes and
KitKats) are not.

My mate I found out recently that is a hater,
confessed to his watery crime, we are not on
speaking terms at the moment, I just can’t
look him in the face.

Thanks and praise?
Thanks to the guy that ran me down at
Watergate and left a huge lump on my head
when he had the whole beach empty but
came over to the peak I was surfing alone
and ran me down. I would like to praise
anyone with a sense of humour in this day
and age and old school sensibilities.

Any advice for visiting stand up
paddlers who may be planning
a trip SW?
Yeah get to Croyde, they love you up there.

Ultimately I am only having a laugh and
who cares what I think anyway… see you out
there! Cheers, Stevo.

Final thoughts/comments?
I can’t quite understand why I have been
targeted as some spokesman against SUP in
the waves. I still see surfing as a subculture
as much as I know it is not and I am stuck
in the past. I think it was a better place

Check out more from RSM here –
https://www.facebook.com/realsurfing
magazine/
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Photo
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By : Alexandre Paumard
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AIR AMMOLITE
14’0” x 28”

AIR AMMOLITE
12’6” x 28” & 31”

AIR AMMOLITE
10’6” x 32”

RAZOR DRIVER

TEAM
PYE
Words and pics:
Sarah Thornely of Supjunkie
I am intrigued as to how people juggle their
lives with competitive sport. There are many
variables in this but my focus is one group of
four: the Pye family, who all compete in the
same sport of Stand Up Paddleboarding.
Growing up as a sporting family, a few years
ago they found themselves collectively on tour
and competing against each other at the same
events – my first thought, can you imagine the
kit they have to take!
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Let's go back and find out from Steve and Jo where it all started…
Steve lived in Cornwall when he was younger where in his words he, “Couldn't not get
into surfing” and that was 48 years ago! He was a sporty child playing the usual football
and rugby and this may well have stood him in good stead for managing his very own
family ‘team’.
Steve competed at cycling, windsurfing and surfing when he was younger and has been
inspired by a new longboard to start competing at surfing once again. More of that board
later... Nowadays, he loves all those watersports, “They all have their day.”
Jo spent most of her family holidays by the sea and was much happier playing sports
than taking lessons in school. Clearly talented as a youngster, she enjoyed athletics,
hockey, netball, horse riding and gymnastics at county level U11s and U13s. Her
competitive gymnastics career was cut short two weeks prior to competing for the south
west when she fell off a skateboard tearing ankle ligaments. I am sure the gymnastics
coach was not happy about that one. Her party piece at school was being able to walk on
her hands the whole length of the school hall!
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Jo got into watersports at college, when she
learned to windsurf on a course in Weymouth
and she regularly windsurfed until the children
came along. Having cycled a lot too, running
took over when the kids were young as she
found it much easier to pop out for an hour to
escape and get some exercise.
Where they met has brought two different
answers, which is not uncommon with
couples who have been together a long
time! Mutual friends or the beach – probably
both I'm guessing.

Encouragement
Both Steve and Jo have tried to encourage
Ben and Holly to participate in all sports,
particularly team sports where they believe
there is a healthy balance between
encouragement and learning that things
don't always go your own way. They are
grateful for the opportunities the kids have
had to try out many sports and the hardest
thing is that sometimes they have had to
limit their choices. In Jo's words, “Kids
should always see their parents
remaining active so that it becomes
their norm.”
Being interested in the kids hobbies
has been really important to Jo
especially, and she has tried to
invest as much time as possible
with them, realising now that
they grow up so quickly.

It appears that
through Ben's
participation in SUP,
the whole family has
followed
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It appears that through Ben's
participation in SUP, the whole
family has followed. They
clearly saw the fun he was
having and enjoyed the vibe
that seemed to go around
at the events.
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The seeds were sown
Both parents got into SUP racing in 2015 – Jo
when entering a supbikerun event on a hired
board and then at the UKN1SCOs at Weymouth
in the same year when she was supporting Ben
at the event and decided to participate rather
than watch. The seed was sown and she then
went and bought her own board. Jo continues
to love the GBSUP races but would be happy to
do some more adventure paddling in the
future. Having run the London Marathon in
2012, she enters the ballot every year. In 2013
and 2014 Jo entered the Ride London/Surrey
100. These are both
events she would
love to participate
in again.

On to Holly and her take on
the family balancing act…
Even though she was keen to try anything,
when Holly was little, weekends were spent
on family bike rides and going to the beach
to surf. One or other of her parents were
always there to push her onto a wave or help
with the windsurfing. Hockey and running
were the main sports at school but holiday
activities were all about the watersports –
how could they not be with parents that
were so involved?
SUP came a little slowly at first for Holly,
taking part a little bit here or there and at a
fairly leisurely pace. In 2016, Holly entered
the UKN1SCO event at Weymouth and
finished last, which as you can imagine, put
her off a little! In 2017 she started paddling
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more with her mum for company and
started attending the Waterborn club
races. From there, she progressed to
purchasing her first board, started SUP
paddling regularly and then entered the
GBSUP National Series in 2018.

Priorities
University made it quite difficult for
Holly to train and compete. Her course
was heavily placement based so fulltime work with coursework and exams
the priority. There have been races that
she has been unable to attend due to
revision and writing essays and she was
not able to book time off for the
event. Having now finished Uni, Holly's
occupation is a Respiratory and Sleep
Physiologist, so she is hoping that life
will become less hectic from now on and
her paddling will be more regular. She is
looking forward to being able to attend
all the events at weekends now.
SUP has now become her favourite sport
as it's so versatile – in Holly's words, “You
can paddle flat water, long distance,
surf and downwind... all sorts to keep it
interesting.”
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Inspiring each other
Good healthy rivalry runs throughout the
family with Steve and Jo realising their
place knowing they don't really stand a
chance now against their talented kids! For
Holly and Ben it's a whole different matter,
where they have been inspired by each
other and in turn to train harder and
complete. As they don't live under the same
roof anymore, any time spent with each
other is motivational and they have fun and
encourage each other when together. Ben
said, “Holly is super inspiring and has made
me want to do more, she motivates me to
push to the next level at all times,” and in
Holly's words,”Visiting Copenhagen in
Denmark in 2017 to watch Ben complete in
the ISA Worlds was a bit of a gamechanger. It was inspirational to watch him
and the atmosphere of the event was
incredible. It really inspired me to take up
the sport to be able to paddle with him.”

Ben turns to SUP
Ben was another child who loved sport. He
participated in club rugby and swimming at
county level and consistently competed
throughout his childhood at these sports.
Even before he could walk, Steve and Jo
were out on the water and put Ben on a
boogie board. He progressed to surfing when
he was seven and windsurfing at ten. On a
family holiday in Tenerife, with no wind or
surf, Ben turned to SUP. Throughout his
childhood, Ben was gently encouraged with
these sports by his parents.

Ambitions
Having been invited to compete at the London
stop of the APP Tour this year and been
inspired by some of the International racers,
Holly is now looking forward to the Jersey
Round Island Challenge at the end of August
and would love to attend some of the Euro
Tour races next year. Ben has slightly more
ambitious goals having loved competing in
the Europeans in Portugal in 2017 and the ISA
Worlds in China in 2018. He now has his sights
to compete for GB at the Olympics if SUP
makes the grade, to be a world champion and
one of the best SUP coaches in the UK.

Ben's occupation as an apprentice
electrician does not always allow him the
time he needs for paddling, which has now
become his chosen sport. He undertakes
long hours in the construction industry and
works hard but also makes sure he has good
fun. The paddling is a good break from work
for him.
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ADVENTURE
IS ON ITS
WAY

The family have been on some great
adventures together but can you imagine
the packing! Items are forgotten and
wind-ups are rife but if you see a car or van
with six boards loaded, you know it’s the
Pye family on their way to a
competition! Let's not even go there with
the entry fees or the constant ‘SUP’ chatter
around the dining table.
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DIENT SHOES

Positivity

Jo’s current occupation is freelance book
keeping and accounts and although there
are busier times with deadlines, she
appreciates being her own boss which
allows her to juggle some free hours if
necessary for time on the water. Steve runs
Sup North Devon which is a Starboard
dealership and he is also a Swim England
Coach. Usually, he is on one of the north
Devon beaches with customers trying
boards, so gets to surf with them and this
certainly does not feel like work to
him. Steve's current board of choice is the
Starboard 9.1 x 22" superlight performance
longboard surfboard – it's fired him up to
start competing at surfing again!

Their support of GBSUP and Supjunkie has
been second to none and when you see
them at events you know you are going to
be uplifted by their positivity and come
away with some great memories and fun
times. Paddling and competing as a family
cannot be easy sometimes but the Pye
family are proving that it can be done. I
hope that Ben and Holly both realise their
dreams – the family can be proud of their
collective and individual achievements and
we all should be too.

I have been very lucky to be able to get to
know the Pye family over the last few years,
interview them and commentate on their
racing and I believe them to be a good, solid
family and sporting team. Ben and Holly are
a true credit to their parents and are polite
and committed to their family and chosen
sport. They all see the positives in people
and collectively try to push the sport at its
grass roots level while competing at the very
highest level too.
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Fighting
the tide of

Plastic
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Words: Paul Hyman
Pics: Active360
In April’s issue, we interviewed pioneering paddler Paul Hyman
who’s been the spearhead of getting SUP accepted across
London waterways. For part two, Paul talks more about his
conservation work.
What kind of public awareness is there of plastic pollution in
London’s waterways?
It’s a battle fighting the tide of plastic in the London Thames, and key to winning this fight
is to raise awareness and behaviour change. Appreciation of nature has to come hand in
hand with our responsible use of natural resources. In a big city like London people often
don’t see the nature on their doorstep and think they need to travel far to wilderness to
experience its beauty. The Thames Tideway is a unique and stunning linear landscape on
our doorstep and a migratory superhighway for birds and fish. It’s powerful with strong
currents and a tidal range of over seven metres, churning muddy appearance (due to its
clay residue).
Yet the Thames presents with a great fragility. It is being spoilt by pollution and
irresponsible use. I see the devastation of the relentless stream of plastic in the Thames
day after day. Recent studies have found 70% of fish in the Thames contain micro-plastics.
Tight controls over toxic waste dumping in the Thames has brought bird and marine life
back in recent decades, however the river is facing the threat of growing volumes of plastic
pollution. The cause of this relentless volume of plastic is partly intentional dumping, but
a lack of awareness combined with carelessness contribute a vast percentage of the total
stream of plastic waste.
Londoners and tourists enjoy taking a stroll down the river or canals, stopping for a drink in
a riverside bar, sitting on a bench to eat lunch or a snack. They generally don’t question
being served a drink in a riverside pub in a single-use plastic cup then leaving their cup
outside the pub, or bringing food and drink packaged in plastic to the riverside and leave
their rubbish on or beside an overflowing bin. There’s a total disconnect between individual
consumption choices and the inadequacy of disposal – there is no thinking of the ease
with which these throwaway items blow into the river. The sad consequence of these
unquestioned consumer habits is that on many days sections of the Thames riverbank
resemble a rubbish dump.
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How are you trying to tackle
this problem through your SUP
development work?
In 2011 we had our first informal canal clean
up of the Grand Union Canal in London. We
were joined by local paddling clubs and we
cleared a breathtaking amount of plastic
trash. Soon we were scheduling regular river
clean ups and organised scheduled ‘Paddle
and Pick’ sessions from Kew in West London.
When you are on a SUP you can see what lies
on the surface and beneath. Paddle and
picks raise awareness of the problem, giving
people the opportunity to experience it first
hand. Many people want to do something to
help to protect the environment, and this is
often the first time they notice how big the
plastic problem is. We hope this causes the
penny to drop in realising how our society is
complicit in generating this waste and this
can be powerful in changing people’s
behaviour.

I see SUP as a good way to engage people
from different walks of life in
environmental activism and caring about
the state of our waterways. We now run
clean ups mainly as part of bigger events
or corporate team days for companies
wanting to expand their corporate social
responsibility role in the local community.
The profits from these help to fund our
charity and environmental work.

What more can be done to
solve the problem of plastic
pollution in the Thames and
London canals?
Unfortunately, no matter how many clean
ups we run, the trash returns on the next
tide. Plastic cups, drink bottles, food
wrappers, flimsy bags, take-away
styrofoam boxes, straws – the usual
detritus. I’d rather focus my energy on
stopping the problem at source and getting
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involved in projects or events that may lead
to a greater change. So our environmental
focus changed over time and is now
directed at a long term behaviour change
and policy change. We want business
attitudes and people’s behaviour to
change. We all have to look into our own
consumer habits and we can’t expect
someone else to solve the problem. We all
contribute and we all can take steps to
minimise our ‘plastic footprint’. Clean ups
help to raise awareness but they don’t solve
the problem.
We now focus on engaging people in
helping to stop single use plastic at
source. On one summer’s day in 2018 for
example, there were 1,000 disposable
cups picked up in a few hours from one
small stretch of river in West London. The
usage of these cups is completely
ridiculous by the riverside, and entirely
replaceable with reusable alternatives, so
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want to scale up this operation to reach
pubs along the canals and river boats. We
recently formed as a Community Interest
Company and we are looking for corporate
sponsorship to cover operational costs and
social media. To make a real change in
kickstarting better serving practices along
the Thames and canals we need to
maximise our reach and influence in
riverside bars and events, and policy in
tackling the problem at its source.

we decided to focus on the businesses
dishing out this plastic - bars, party boats
and events. In 2018 we set up In The
Drink www.inthedrink.org.uk – a project
aimed at pubs, bars, and events along the
river and canals to encourage them to
stop serving in single-use plastic. Our
ambition is to have all pubs and bars
replacing single-use with reusable cups
within a few years.

What has been the response to
the In The Drink project?

Bill Bailey is a great supporter of ITD and
has been helping us to get the word out. He
hates to see the river trashed and has been
on board helping to promote the project
almost since the start. We are currently
seeking sponsors who could pioneer this
environmental work and we are sure Bill will
stay with us on this. This is a chance for
individuals and organisations with
an environmental ethos to get involved and
lead the change.

The response was mixed. There’s a general
awareness by pub managers about plastic
pollution, but a reluctance to let go of
wasteful throwaway cups. We’ve been in
touch with around 130 pubs along the
Thames, and senior management of a
number of pub chains. It’s early days and
we are not giving up. We have a lot going
on behind the scenes and a few successes

“I see SUP as a good way to
engage people from
different walks of life in
environmental activism and
caring about the state of
our waterways”
in our conversations with pubs. One wellpublicised success is a change in serving
practices on the famous Oxford
Cambridge Boat Race 2019. The event
starts at Putney and the major pubs on
this stretch of the Thames agreed to use
reusable plastic cups at the event,
provided by the local business
association. We estimated this saved a
potential 80,000 disposable cups that
could have been used on the day. The
story got national press coverage and
pubs decided to continue usage of these
cups beyond the event. It provided good,
positive publicity as well as savings on
purchasing of cups.

Who are the supporters of In
The Drink?
We are a collaboration with river
conservation charity Thames21. We
started out with a small grant from the UK
government and the River Thames
Society. That allowed the important work
of our pilot project, but moving forward we
59
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What other big events has
Active360 been involved in to
tackle plastic pollution?
In 2018 we developed the inaugural Get
On Board mass river clean up event with
BeRichmond – a business association on
London’s riverside Richmond. In June this
year we had three times more people on
the river, with 250 on-water participants
in the biggest ever river clean up from
SUPs. The event had media coverage on
BBC, ITV and Sky TV as well as good local
press coverage.
In 2020 Be Richmond want us to grow the
event to 500 participants on water and in
future years we could see it growing
further with other cities joining in making
Get on Board an international movement.
The likely date for Get on Board 2020 is
21st June and we are already planning a
whole weekend of SUP activities in London

to welcome people to our river. Save the
date and join us in 2020 to be a part of
this groundbreaking event. We are all
making a statement – use the river, love
the river.
Regatta London will also start this year
and it will develop as a great way for
charities to raise awareness of their work
and fundraise. This year the
environmental charity is Thames21 one of
the main partner organisations with In
the Drink. We will help anyone who wants
to train to take up one of the Thames21
charity places in this great new event.

And during the nurturing
period are you also educating
in terms of conservation issues
– do the two go hand in hand?
Yes, our focus now is on environmental
engagement as much as teaching and
promoting SUP. We share the love and
passion for water with all our clients so we
talk about the beauty and the threats to the
marine environments from lesson one. Our
sessions generally include a trip using the
tides so there are plenty of opportunities to
chat, point things out, observe.
We also run Thames Natural History tours
which we want to develop more over the

next few years. They provide opportunities
to learn more about the ecology and
natural history of the tidal Thames and
how it has changed over centuries.
The Thames Tideway (from Teddington
down to central London) with all its
challenges, its historic significance and its
dramatically changing landscape is a
unique place to learn SUP.

What other things are you
planning to promote change in
environmental practice and
thinking in the SUP world ?
Our new business plan underway is much
more about how we can engage more
people in marine conservation and
projects like ITD (InTheDrink). We want to
use SUP to drive environmental and social
changes. The enjoyment and fun of being
on the water has to come with something
greater. We want to share the passion for
and love of waters and engage people in
active protection of marine environments.
Of course, if people just want to go out and
enjoy the water environment that’s fine as
soon as they are mindful of their
environmental behaviour. However, we will
also be offering more - a broader and
deeper insight into what’s happening to our
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“We want to use SUP to
drive environmental and
social changes”

rivers and oceans, ideas to actively engage
to help to make a long-term change.
We have to try to make a change. If the
places we love are choked up with plastic
and the wildlife dying, the natural beauty
destroyed – will anyone still want to take
part in watersports?
We have been taking stock of our
equipment purchase and the
environmental ethos of the companies we
work or partner with. Going forward this
year we will be putting pressure where we
can on our suppliers to make changes in
the way they package their products,
encouraging a move to reusable or nonplastic packaging; we will be sending a
message about increasing use of recycled
plastics and alternatives to plastic.
Anyone who isn’t up for changing will
eventually be dropped as a supplier. At the
moment Starboard is one SUP company
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with environmental protection at the
forefront of their business plan, production
and projects they support. They have a
great range of top-class boards and
paddles that are our coaches’ favourite, so
it’s an easy decision for us. In time others
will follow Starboard’s lead on the
environmental ethos and we are looking
forward to working with them.
This year we will match Starboard’s pledge
to plant a mangrove tree for every
Starboard board sold. We will scrutinise our
carbon footprint created through travelling
to SUP destinations and moving
equipment around. We will be promoting
mangroves projects across the world and
raising awareness of carbon footprint
offset amongst our clients.
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A few last thoughts of
conservation and SUP
paddling in London…
I’d like to think that public thinking on
use/abuse of plastic and how it’s affecting
water bodies around the world is changing.
There have been some signs this year and
the tireless work of activists like Dhruv
Boruah, the In The Drink team and many
others in London and well beyond may be
pushing changes forward. It’s nice to see
that SUP is in the middle of this as I
always felt it should be. If we use water
and love it, we have to protect it for
ourselves and for generations to come.
There’s a lot at stake.

Finally, tell us a bit about the
overseas SUP work/trips you’ve
been involved with and how
that’s contributed to your
SUP life…
SUP outside the UK started big for
Active360 back in 2013 we ran an
expedition up the Sermilik Fjord in
Greenland with some Iceland glacial lake
SUP on the way home. This was a great
starting point for SUP abroad but in many
ways hard to match as it was a very
expensive project for a start up company.
It was conceived to show that SUP can be
done almost anywhere in the world where
there is water. At this time SUP on the
Tideway was being restricted by the Port
of London Authority because it was
considered a risky activity and I wanted to
demonstrate that with careful assessment
of risks it was a safe or safer than any of
the sports (canoeing, rowing, sailing) long
established there. Active360 has trained
safely thousands of beginners on the
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Tideway and will continue to do so. We will
also continue to provide opportunities to
travel abroad and to more remote parts of
the UK.

India Surf Festival
In 2014 we were invited to get SUP going
at the India Surf Festival. We went out to
Odisha in India in two consecutive years.
Both times we also took part in
expeditions on the vast Chillika Lake, the
second biggest Lagoon in the world.

Sardinia
Since 2015 we have worked with SUP
adventures in San Pietro, Sardinia to run
trips there. This is a small island with sea
caves and high cliffs and a beautiful and
varied coastline. It’s been a really good
experience working with a small local
company having an in-depth knowledge of
the island. Active360 appreciates
opportunities to work with and develop
partnerships with small companies where
face to face contact is valued, individual
touch is maintained and things can be
tailored to fulfil both parties’ needs.

Myanmar
I’ve been pursuing my interest in
mangroves – how they can be used in
carbon footprint offset and make a
difference to the climate change. I’ve been
out to Myanmar a few times to plant
mangroves and to SUP in the Magyi Chaun
River on the west coast. We are looking
into developing this project into
something bigger, which helps to develop
awareness of how mangrove planting can
protect tropical coastlines and capture
carbon to reduce global warming.

Montenegro

some great potential conservation
opportunities there also so Active360 is
going back in October this year to help
establish things with the government and
local businesses there.

This year I was able to combine Myanmar
trip with a week at the Starboard Test Centre
in Thailand. This gave me a rare chance to
understand a bit more about the complexity
of product R&D, try out many boards
including some really amazing race boards
and tourers, and chat to and witness top
racers testing prototype race boards in the
constantly choppy and windy coastal
conditions there. I came back via Chennai
and Kerala in India where I managed many
hours of paddling in the Indian Ocean and
the rivers and lakes of Kerala.

Hebrides
I’m writing this from the Hebrides where we
are sailing around on our fourth trip on the
tall ship Lady of Avenel. We sail and SUP
between and around islands and along sea
lochs and this year we are clearing up a few
remote island beaches, which sadly are also
affected by plastic pollution. We plan to
develop these trips further as they are such
a great way to experience SUP in wild and
remote places difficult or impossible to
reach by land. It’s probably the most
relaxing and at the same time fun way to
improve SUP skills, to understand the sea a
little more and learn to sail.

Montenegro

Planting mangroves in Myanmar

Another recent revelation was Montenegro. I
was asked some time ago to help to get
things going on a SUP front there including
a SUP race. I eventually managed to find
time last year and I was quite taken aback
by both the natural beauty of Montenegro
and its huge potential for SUP. There are

Hebrides
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LONDON SUP CLUB
Locations
l
Kew Bridge
l
Paddington
l
Brentford
l
Richmond
£120 ANNUAL FEE
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Improve your SUP skills and try top class equipment
Train with us and progress your SUP skills
Rough SUP - touring - racing
SUP courses incl.Thames skills and knowledge,
river guiding and more
Discounts on SUP hire
Special offers on equipment
Exclusive prices on Active360 trips and holidays in
the UK and abroad
Meet other paddlers, be social and have fun!

Check out Active360 trips & holidays
www.active360.co.uk/expeditions-and-holidays.htm
Discover the Upper Thames
Travel with us:
Sardinia - Hebrides - Montenegro and more…

www.active360.co.uk
Email: info@active360.co.uk

Dolphins, Pilot whales, massive tankers
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and an

adventure
Words & pics: James Gracia
“When you look out across the Strait of Gibraltar and see the
mountains of north Africa beckoning you, at some point you
just have to paddle across.”

of a lifetime

Myself and friends that frequent the In2adventures SUP hut at Sandy Bay in Gibraltar,
would often discuss the possibility of paddling across the Straights to Africa, we would
often survey the Rif Mountains peeking above the clouds in the distance. Tom, Paul and I
would chat about the possibility. Tom, being the most pragmatic would think about the
potential problems hazards and solutions we could encounter. The three of us are Tom
Cawthorn, Paul Bellinghan and myself, James Gracia.
In the three years of planning for this endeavour we had come up against numerous false
starts as we tried to organise the challenge, trying to acquire an escort boat, time to
train, work life balance and count on the weather to be onside were some of the
difficulties. This summer was different somehow and as a group we had persuaded each
other that the feat was well within our capability. So, in July we got in touch with Chris
who is based in Tarifa and requested his expertise.
After constantly scrutinising the weather reports, we decided that the best chance would
come on Sunday, 21st July. It promised to be a gorgeous day with a light levante
(easterly) breeze which should help us on our way across.
As arranged, at sunrise that morning we met at the SUP hut to start our adventure. We
would be using three RRD Grand Turismo 12-foot boards and a mix of carbon fibre
paddles; Ainsworth and Kialoa.
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Watch our video
here:
https://youtu.be/sijn4LqG1oU

Rendezvous
Armed with our passports and big smiles,
we started to paddle across from British
Gibraltar territorial waters into Spanish
waters, where we had arranged to
rendezvous with Chris and the ‘Suka’, a 42foot sailing yacht.
The traditional start point for crossings of
this nature is Punta Carnero ‘Goat Point’
between Algeciras port and Tarifa Town, the
closest point to Africa. We arrived there at
about 10 in the morning and as we had
predicted the weather was magnificent. We
set about launching the boards and
chatting about safety as we would be
crossing one of the busiest shipping lanes in
the world.
Chris would be keeping an eye on the
onboard radar and would brief us on any
dangerous traffic that we needed to avoid.
We paddled over to the Spanish headland
and briefly touched the rocks before
pointing our boards towards Africa to start
our paddle. We grouped together and
concentrated on our paddle stroke, quickly
settling into a rhythm.

Very placid
We made quite good headway travelling at
an average of 10 minutes per kilometre, the
sea was flat calm but as we progressed
further a gentle swell arrived under our
boards, rising and falling in time with our
paddle stroke.It was very placid aiding our
progress, if we timed our paddling just right,
the board would drop down the swell
planning towards our Africa.
This part of the journey was relatively easy as
the three of us were still quite fresh and full
of energy. It did feel like we were making our
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At the half way point we briefly stopped for
a chat, a regroup and a drink of water, in
general the three of us were still feeling
quite strong. We glanced down at our
watches and we knew we were in with a
good chance of breaking the three-hour
mark which might be some sort of record!
Hence, we put our heads down and carried
on paddling, quickly getting back into our
previous rhythm.

way along a blue desert and a sensation of
isolation was almost overwhelming, even
though the three paddlers were in close
proximity and the Suka was never more than
200 metres away. After about an hour of
paddling we saw the first sign of sea life, a
loggerhead turtle popped its head out of the
water, I suppose to have a quick look at the
three nutters paddle boarding across his
domain. A little later some common dolphins
appeared in the distance as well as a pod of
pilot whales.

Good progress
The next few kilometres became
monotonous and took their toll as the Rif
Mountains didn’t seem to be getting any
closer, time became a blur and all I could
think about was the pain in my blistering
hand. However, of course, we were making
progress, actually we were making very
good progress! With about three kilometres
to go, the conditions changed, as we knew

Shipping lanes
As we continued to pull ourselves towards
our goal, we entered the shipping lanes, we
changed course slightly on two occasions to
avoid getting mowed down by some very
large vessels, but these deviations were
safely done under Chris’s direction and
didn’t affect our transit.
69
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See our Google
Maps Track here:
https://drive.google.com/open
?id=1KgJzECZ6U83IfpmfLS7A
EZzWWOTdeoH_&usp=sharing

hours, fifty-five minutes. As a team we then
paddled to the nearby beach and landed.

they would, the Atlantic flows into the
Mediterranean near the African coast and
we would be paddling against the current
for the last push.

We had arrived in Ceuta, the Spanish
enclave in North Africa, which meant that
we had technically gone from Spain to
Spain removing the need for any visas or
bureaucratic red tape.

The change in conditions although expected
was still a bit of a surprise having to work
hard on balance and refocus on the paddle
stroke, pulling hard to fight the current. Tom
and Paul were a little ahead of me working
their boards expertly over the chop.
Gradually we made our way towards the
African coast. I watched Tom and Paul arrive
and touch the rocks of the headlands
stopping their clock, we had made it in two
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We felt euphoric after completing our
challenge, I’m sure the beach goers were
wondering why these three maniacs had
invaded their serene beach day. We then set
sail back to Gibraltar, dolphins escorting us,
already discussing what next!
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The

‘10 lakes
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in 10 days’
challenge

Words and pics: Julia Kaffka and Anja Mörk
For over two years, Julia and Anja, aka ‘the Girls on
SUPs’ are taking their followers on their SUP
adventures, where over 23.000 people joined the
community. Find them on Instagram:
girls_on_sups
Okay, we live in central Europe. The weather changes
quickly and summer doesn’t mean we only get
sunshine. We knew that this was quite a risk for
our challenge, but we really wanted to give it
a try. We planned our route to 10 of the
most beautiful mountain lakes – but
completely changed that on the day
we started because it was raining
cats and dogs – everywhere!
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Faaker See Lake, Austria

Faaker See Lake

The rain became even worse on day three and
we didn’t really feel like paddling and filming
in the pouring rain once again – was this the
end of our challenge already? Not at all.

So we decided to start in the region
with the least amount of rain and rerouted to start at Faaker See Lake in
Austria and almost magically, the moment
we arrived, it almost stopped raining. So we
parked our Marco Polo campervan at the
campside by the lake, pumped up our boards
and hopped right onto it for our first paddle
of the tour. The light was mystical and even
though it started raining again after 30
minutes, we absolutely loved that lake.

We decided to take a break at a local Sauna
(back in Austria) and enjoyed a beautiful
relaxing day, though this now meant the
realisation that we had to do two lakes on
one day in order to succeed with our 10-day
challenge, but we were full of energy and
stayed optimistic.
FACT: Lake Bled is in the Julian Alps of the
Upper Carniolan region of northwestern
Slovenia, where it adjoins the town of Bled.
The lake is 35 km from Ljubljana
International Airport and 55 km from the
capital city, Ljubljana.

FACT: Faaker See Lake is in the Austrian
state of Carinthia. With an area of
approximately 2.2 km², it is the state's
fifth-largest lake.

Lake Bled, Slovenia
After Austria, the weather forced us
escape to Slovenia where we paddled
magnificent Lake Bled in the pouring
rain the next day. Although the weather was
even worse here, we loved the little island with
the church on top of it – like something
straight out of a fairytale.

Lake Weissensee, Austria
Finally at lake three the first
sunrays hit us – although it’s still
really cold, we were super happy
and enjoyed our little tour on Lake
Weissensee.

Lake Bled,
Slovenia
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FACT: The Weissensee is in the Austrian state of Carinthia within the Gailtal
Alps mountain range. The highest situated Carinthian bathing lake shares its
name with the municipality of Weissensee on the northern and southern shore.

Lake Weissensee, Austria

Lago di Braies, Italy
It became even warmer at lake four, Lago di Braies in South Tyrol, Italy.
This lake is a real Instagram star and we can totally understand why. The
mountains of the Italian Dolomites looked stunning.
FACT: Lake Braies is in the Prags Dolomites in South Tyrol, Italy. It belongs to
the municipality of Prags which is located in the Prags Valley.

Lago di Braies, Italy
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Lago di Sorapis, Italy
The scenery was inspiring us and
we were looking forward to lake
number five at Lago di Sorapis. Our
one big exception there was that we left our
boards behind and did a five-hour hike to
this surreal spot. The lake was still frozen
and laid peacefully between the tall
mountains. This was definitely a place to
remember forever, but we already were
looking forward today to number six and
seven lakes.

Lago di Molveno, Italy
Fortunately, a friend of ours had
recommended the beautiful Lago di
Molveno to us. A wonderful lake with
a massive waterfall that was just waiting for us.
FACT: Lake Molveno is in Trentino, Italy.
The only settlement is Molveno, located at
the north end of the basin. The lake marks
the boundary between the Group of the
Brenta Dolomites to the west and the
Paganella – Mount Gazza to the south east.

Right: Lago di Sorapis
Below: Lago di Molveno
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Lago di Santa Giustina, Italy
Lake number seven was a tough one
for us: firstly, Lago di Santa Giustina
swallowed Julias GoPro and then gave
us a massive workout with strong headwinds
on our way back. However, in between, the
lake revealed all of its beauty by allowing us
to paddle through a huge gorge and
underneath some very cute but very cold
waterfalls.
FACT: Lago di Santa Giustina is in Trentino,
Italy. The lake is known for its big dam in
the valley of canyons.

Lake Fernsteinsee, Austria
Lake number eight was yet another
challenge as Lago di Vernago is a water
reservoir and simply wasn’t there when
we arrived. So we re-planned our day and drove
another three hours back to Austria to Lake
Fernsteinsee. It was yet another wonderful place
with incredibly cold but clear water. So there we
were: pretty exhausted and we only had one day
left for two lakes. Could we make it?
FACT: Lake Fernsteinsee is situated in Tyrol,
Austria. It is a beautiful crystal clear lake
whose water remains at 8-10 degrees and
known for diving,
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Catch all girls_on_sups videos
here on Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/chan
nel/UCqs_L4TpPtbHdTxOKZ_ejQ/videos
Lake Blindsee, Austria

Lake Eibsee, Germany

Lake Blindsee, Austria

Lake Eibsee, Germany

We got up really early and hit
sunrise at lake number nine: Lake
Blindsee in Austria. It lies next to
Mount Zugspitze and we knew we only had to
drive another 30 minutes to reach our final
SUP spot, so we had to hurry to make it
before thunderstorms arrived in the
afternoon. This was our final challenge but
several roads were blocked and so we had to
drive for another two hours to get there.

This time the weather gods were
with us and gave us sunshine and a
wonderful tour a tour final lake. It
was the lake that all of our followers always
admire the most. A spot with the most
beautiful water, amazing little islands and
Germany’s highest mountain right next to
it: Lake Eibsee.

FACT: Lake Blindsee at the foot of the
Fernpass connecting Austria to Germany is
an idyllic mountain lake perched at over
1,000 metres above sea level. The lake‘s
high altitude means that its waters are
generally quite cold but throughout the
summer months draws a large number of
visitors thanks to its large sunbathing
lawns and pebble beach.
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FACT: Eibsee is situated in Bavaria,
Germany, 9 km southwest of GarmischPartenkirchen and roughly 100 km
southwest of Munich. It’s nearly 1,000
metres above sea-level at the base of the
Zugspitze, Germany’s highest mountain
We really did it, absolutely exhausted – we
had managed complete our big adventure of
10 lakes in 10 days despite all the obstacles
thrown in our way. Simply stunning.
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PETER EKINS, 9'2 VIDA, PORTHLEVEN

Y O U R F R I E N D LY
LOCAL UK BRAND SINCE 2012

" £ 5 0 O F F A L L I N F L ATA B L E PA D D L E B O A R D S U S E C O D E S U P M AG U K 1

0 7 7 9 1 0 7 6 5 3 7 W W W. FAT S T I C K BOA R D S . C O M

FOLLOW US

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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Winging it
First time runs
with the Naish
Wingsurfer
Words and pics: SUPM
Any avid follower of watersports can’t have
failed to spot these updated/new forms of
wind propulsion making appearances at
beaches around the world. But just how do
these wingsurfers fit? Is there more synergy
between kiting? Or is it a hybrid of
windsurfing? Perhaps you consider it to be
an additional tool for stand up paddling?
Whatever your thought leanings there’s no
denying wingsurfing is getting tongues
wagging once again.
Enter subject A: one Mr Nick Kingston. Nick’s a long in the
tooth surfer – having spent considerable amounts of time
during his youth chasing waves across the globe. In recent
years, with time becoming scarcer, he’s taken to SUP
surfing to help increase session count on home waters.
Unfortunately, the same for every other wave rider across
the globe, good surf doesn’t always come knocking.
There are often days spent sat on the beach because of
Mother’s Nature’s unpredictable moods. One common
problem for anybody searching out good surf is wind – or too
much of it. By his own admission, Nick’s never been fussed
about windsurfing or kiting. But of late, with wing surfing
landing in our laps, his interest’s been pricked. So much so
that he decided to bite the bullet and get involved.
Enter subject B: Katie Lee is a watersports instructor, keen
windsurfer, windfoiler, stand up paddler boarder and works at
one of the biggest shops of kind in the UK: Andy Biggs
Watersports. Katie was recently whisked off to Spain’s sunny
shores and Tarifa for the Naish dealer meeting. Here she got
her first taste of wingsurfing and in fact came swinging back
with one of the first models to land in the UK. She therefore
made a good choice for showing Mr Kingston the ropes.
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Initial anxieties
The morning in question dawned and it
wasn’t looking too clever conditions wise.
There was a gloomy sky and moderate
offshore breeze which wasn’t inspiring our
new recruit. But, as the saying goes, give it
five and the weather will change. Sure
enough the sun started to peek from
behind the clouds and we made a decision
to decamp to another side of the island.
Yes, Hayling Island is an island in case
you’d missed that! Meaning most wind
directions are workable, depending on tide.
Parking up over east actually was a sound
decision. The tide had already ebbed quite a
bit creating a mini lagoon area between land
and an offshore sandbar. The wind was
blowing side on meaning any ‘flotsam’
would just drift back to shore. Of course, this
is the mouth of Chichester Harbour so is
heavily tidal. Add to this a potential load of
boat traffic and it wasn’t an absolutely
perfect venue for a newbie windsporter’s first
run on the Naish Wingsurfer. But Nick’s
experienced, lives locally, knows these
waters and is a qualified SUP instructor so
isn’t daft. Katie is also qualified and knows
the ropes also.
That said we observed a little anxiety from
Nick pre-session. Understandable when you
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Easing into it

If you chose not to you needn’t go
anywhere near foils.

think about it. For starters Nick’s never done
any kind of windy stuff and with
wingsurfing being so new we didn’t really
know what to expect. A brief pep talk sorted
the situ out, however. That and the fact Nick
was super to determined to get stuck in
meant it was a goer.

But back to the story…After a brief run
through what was to be covered on the
water, Katie did a quick demo to show Nick
how easy it was. The hardest thing to get his
head round he admitted was turning. As
windsurfers we take it for granted that we
ride ambidextrously. But as a surfer you
generally only stand in one position, riding
frontside and backside as the wave dictates.
Very rarely do surfers surf switch stance.
That said, after his first run on the Naish
Wingsurfer – which was 100% dry we might
add – Nick was already going for turns.

Getting stuck in
One of the biggest draws to wingsurfing,
and in fact one of the reasons a surfer/SUP
surfer we’re focusing on for this story,
wants to try is the perceived ease and
simplicity of these wings. There are no
hard or moving parts, everything packs
down neat and tidy in a backpack, it floats
on the water should you drop it, there are
no lines to tangle yourself up in and it
doesn’t need stink loads of wind. Also, as
much as it’s the foiling element that’s
getting most ‘airtime’ as far as
wingsurfing goes, you can simply use it
with your standard, floaty stand up paddle
craft, a skateboard on land or even
snowboard. Basically it’s good for multiple
scenarios with the emphasis being on fun.

Turning with a wingsurfer in your hands is
a little like a gybe, in that it’s a downwind
arc. The differences between a windsurf rig
and this is there’s no flip. Simply raise the
wingsurfer above your head whilst guiding
your board downwind. Keep the curve
going as you rotate the wingsurfer 180*
and take hold of the handles again. Its
design is asymmetric so you’ll never be
using the back side of the wingsurfer.

Following a few more runs Nick started to
get the hang of turns a little more and was
covering longer distances. One point that
popped up was the upwind thing. Katie put
on her best explaining voice and showed
Nick what to do. Because of its low speed
and reduced lateral resistance there’s not
quite as much ‘drag’ to windward so you
do have to concentrate. With a foil
attached this would not be an issue as
you’d fly into breeze. In SUP mode,
however, you need to actually focus. Wind
awareness is therefore key. Nick has this
more than most because of his years
spent looking at the sea, its moods and
assessing surfing conditions. It might be
trickier with a newbie though…
So to clarify: within 45 minutes, Nick was
quite happily winging back and forth,
tracking upwind and managing to turn
round. He commented how there was no
stress on his body and the whole
experience was fun and addictive. In
terms of breezy days at the beach with a
wave on show this is what Nick considers
to be the wingsurfer’s true calling for him.
Basically using the power of the wind,
instead of paddle power, to get into waves.
That said, however, he said he’d certainly
be using it for just wind only days as well.

SUPM observations
l

l

l

l
l
l

l

l

Thanks
Thanks hugely to Andy Biggs Watersports for
providing the kit for this article. Big up Katie
Lee for providing instruction/supervision and
well done Nick for having a bash and finding
a new muse! .
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From SUPM’s POV this article gave us
chance to have a first look at the Naish
Wingsurfer and assess and few things:
It’s super easy to set up and quick to
get going with. Like, really easy and
very quick!
The Naish Wingsurfer is very
uncomplicated. The most tech parts
are the air valve and wrist leash.
The Naish Wingsurfer is incredibly
light yet tough.
Anybody can do it. Regardless of prior
watersports experience.
You can’t go wrong once on the water
as the wingsurfer isn’t critical to
sheeting angles. Learning is therefore
also quick.
A lot of wind isn’t needed, yet it can
cope with a blow as it’s designed to
exhaust too much air.
Turning is a slightly trickier but
doable.
The Naish Wingsurfer is incredibly
light yet very tough.
Don’t expect the same performance as
you get when windsurfing. If you want
this then windsurf or learn to use the
wingsurfer with a foil.
It really fun on land with a skateboard!
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

PREFERRED RETAILER
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Online & In-store
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www.aswatersports.co.uk
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* Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
* Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

£999.00

Length-12’6”
Width-26”
Depth to 8.5”

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.uk

Gear shed

A dual weapon –
Bluefin Cruise Carbon 10’8 2019
Words and pics: Darren Farrar
Well, first off let’s get a little intro out of the way. I’m Darren Farrar. I’ve
been paddling for a few years now along the UK coasts, rivers and
abroad. I form part of the Instagram UK SUP page
@StandUpPaddleUK. We like to think of ourselves as a promoter of the
people, a place for UK SUP to share images, and an unbiased place
that reviews equipment. Which leads us on to the business end.

Price:
£799.00

Info:
https://bluefin
supboards.com

I recently received the 2019 Bluefin Sup Cruise
Carbon 10’8 and WOW I’m impressed by the
package. The Carbon is a dual weapon, both
paddleboard and kayak. I had no preconceived
ideas about this board, only that it looked very
cool… Which is important of course!
l

Looks and features

l

When I unrolled the board I knew I had made
the correct choice. Those tuna blues, and
grading greys on the croc diamond deck pad.
It’s such a cool looking board.
l
Dual cargo nets for stowing bags, and also
you can connect bags to the rings (14x D
mount rings in total).
l
A very comfortable board under foot also,
which is a big plus for people that like to
paddle for hours on end.

l
l

l

Rear kick pad for those sharp turns on the
step back. Gives you a good boost actually
GoPro mount, a plus for GoProers!
Five grip handles.
Two main pump points, the rear pump for
the bulk of the board, and the central point
for the ‘kayak seat’ – such a cool idea. I’ve
had 18PSI in both and it holds very well.
Travel friendly backpack which really does
hold ALL the items that come in the box,
and more! Can go in the hold on a plane,
which is very cool.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

SUPM's test team is... Tony Jeacock, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks
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l
l
l
l
l
l

The Cruise Carbon 10’8 with integrated
GoPro mount.
Kayak conversion kit.
Backpack.
Triple action pump.
Coiled leash.
Carbon fibre double paddle and fin.

Let’s talk stability
I’ve come from riding the ultra stable 2017 Red
Paddle Co 10’8 (also used the 2018 version), so
it’s a great board to gauge against. Now, there
are different brands, boards and design but in
my opinion, the Cruise Carbon rivals Red’s 10’8
for Stability. The FRS carbon composite rail,
1000 Denier Exo surface laminate and ProWeave drop stitch materials make the Cruise
Carbon so tough it holds up to 28 PSI! Bluefin
say it will be, “The most rigid and stable
inflatable stand up paddle board you’ll ever
buy,” and I really have to agree with that.

CONCLUSION
Is it worth your cash? In a word…
Yes. Currently retailing at
£799.99 on their website – this is
quite the package deal
considering what comes out of
the bag. The guys at Bluefin are
even throwing in a free camera!
And for a limited time, using the
code DARREN10 at checkout will
also gain you a discount!
Any questions please get in
touch with Bluefin SUPS, myself
on Instagram @darrens_visuals
or @standuppaddleuk ! Happy
Paddling!
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I always find jumping onto a new board a happy
go lucky moment, you are either going to love
the board – or hate it because you find it
unstable. My first ride was on a very strong
current on the River Ouse in Bedford and I didn’t
once feel like the board wanted to eject me
quicker than a fighter jet. Comfortable and
stable, two things of huge importance!
It also feels like a quick board, yes that really
depends on how fast you paddle, but it doesn’t
feel bulky or heavy through the paddle motion.

Do I need a gym
membership to carry it?
Nope. I’ve used boards in the past and
carrying them from the truck to the water was
a pain in the backside, due to being awkwardly
shaped, lacking hand grips, the size! The
Cruise Carbon is light, when pumped up it is
manoeuvrable due to all the handle grips. I
was very surprised at the ease of carrying and
moving in and out of the river.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

What’s in the bag?

Compact fun –
Exocet 9’8 x 31.6” x 215L

Price:
$999

Info:
www.exocetoriginal.com/en/sup.php

spot for paddling, but once this has
been located the 9’8 is pretty efficient
across the flat. Choppy waters require
more concentration and with the Exocet
sitting typically on top of the water, as
opposed to in it, riders will need to
hammer down for maximum propulsion if
it gets breezy.

A decent amount of width, as
before, tapers down to a
rounded pin rear as opposed
to a squash tail found on
the aforementioned 10’9.
This makes the smaller
Exocet iSUP a tad more
manoeuvrable yet ever so
slightly less stable. That’s
not to say it’s difficult to
pilot – it isn’t. Bigger
boned individuals,
however, may fare
slightly better with the
larger model whereas
daintier riders may do
better here.

One thing we did discover is the 9’8 isn’t bad
for catching small bumps and running
downwind. As an iSUP its deflection isn’t
that noticeable, instead the 9’8 does a good
job holding its shape and therefore making
upwind/down breeze sojourns more fun.
For other skills, such as step back pivot
turns, larger paddlers will need to plant their
feet carefully to avoid unnecessary dunkings
whist smaller stature SUPers, and/or more
experienced sweepers, will find it an engaging
platform for tail sink turns and running about
the Exocet’s deck.

The Exocet’s nose is pulled
out slightly to help with
glide and tracking, which
certainly seems to work. It
does have a particular sweet

CONCLUSION
Another good example of a
simple but efficient iSUP from
French brand Exocet. While it’s a
no frills affair there’s still
plenty of design and aesthetic
incorporated. For progressing
paddlers it’s an engaging ride
aboard the 9’8 with plenty of
room to develop skills. Smaller
boned riders may find it a
better fit compared to the
brand’s larger models with
experienced paddlers able to
unlock the full potential of
riding a more compact iSUP.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Having tested Exocet’s 10’9 iSUP in an earlier issue we focus the
spotlight on the French brand’s smaller 9’8 sibling this time
round. Obviously the length is shorter but keen eyed paddlers out
there will notice a slightly different tail with this model as well.
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Pics credit: Nick Kingston
You’ve got to hand it Aqua Inc. The brand goes about its business
without too much fuss, letting their riders and brand ambassadors
do the talking, by actually using its gear and therefore proving
worth. Moving on from the well received 12’6 iSUP reviewed last
issue we turn the spotlight towards AI’s more all round 10’6 model.

Price:
€1,099

Info:
www.aquaincglobal.com/airrider-10-6

We tested the 10’6 across a wide
variety of paddling situations and
found it a fun sled in all conditions.
Bumps and lumps, when breezy,
were shrugged off, the 10’6 booting
upwind well. Back down breeze and
it’s also pretty good. The AI instead of
a swell runner copes admirably.

CONCLUSION
If you haven’t checked out Aqua
Inc. then they’re worth a look.
Not necessarily the obvious
choice in the UK their range of
SUP goodies is extensive with
AI’s iSUP line in particular being
a worthy choice for many types
of paddler. The brand’s 10’6
delivers decent paddling
capability, across flat water and
more lumpy venues, with the
addition of it being windSUP
ready helping with versatility.
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Having tested the 10’6 extensively
it’s a super fun iSUP that straddles
many different wants/needs. Our
youngest testers found it a great
platform for learning the ‘surfing’
ropes on small swells whilst the
adults were able to unlock a variety
of different styles of performance,
from windSUP to paddle.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Having inflated to the correct PSI the
10’6 is super stiff – like, REALLY stiff.
The deflection point is also minimal,
and slightly towards the tail. That’s
quite unusual with ‘bend’ points
traditionally further forwards. This
translates to an extremely straight
line paddling position with riders
able to hammer down without the
board ‘giving’ and pushing water.
Instead it glides smoothly and cuts
through brine well, the board’s
hybrid, drawn out nose also aiding
with tracking.

If faced with a proper wave,
however small, Aqua’s 10’6
does a good job of surf SUP.
Stand a little further forward
and you can glide
comfortably and even thrown
in the odd cutty. Underneath
the brand have added a click
fin 2+1 thruster configuration
so you can fit FCS style fins for
this kind of riding and reduce
the size of the middle skeg for
more manoeuvrability. Come
back up top and you’ll also discover
a windsurf rig coupling point, so
any wind head fancying a bit of sail
action will also be served well. And
of course you get the obligatory
bungee cord for stowing essentials
when off on a jaunt.

kg ie t a r

All round fun –
Aqua Inc. 10’6 x 32” x 295L

Light as a… –
O’Shea 9’8 x 32” x 200 HPx

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

O’Shea continue their advancement in the iSUP world with their
brand new HPx and HDx constructed inflatable stand up paddle
boards. In this instance it’s the brand’s HPx 9’8 ultra light model
we’re looking at.

Price:
£779 inc. O’Shea HP5 pump

Info:
https://osheasup.com/oshe
a-98-hpx-inflatable-sup/

correct place. And the 9’8 is a brightly
coloured, aesthetically pleasing board
to gaze upon. You’ll certainly stand out
with this livery!

Having unfurled the 9’8 an
accompanying info tag confirms
the ‘lightest and stiffest’ claims
with it described as 20%
lighter than comparable MSL
fusion constructed iSUPs.
Having inflated there’s no
question of its feather weight
credentials. In fact, it’s the
least weightiest air board
we’ve ever tested.

Afloat the 9’8 is a lively puppy with
plenty of manoeuvrability on tap.
Riding high above the brine heavier
individuals will need to concentrate
on keeping it straight and true.
Lighter riders and/or kids will find favour
with the O’Shea, however, with it delivering
fun and frolics aplenty.

The first advantage to this
being carting back and forth,
which is now a completely
no stress, no hassle, nontiresome affair. Even the
smallest stature paddler will
have zero trouble during the
transport process – and that’s
when bagged up and deflated
as well.

We paddled some decent distance aboard
the 9’8 and while the brand offer more
efficient iSUPs for this kind if thing there’s
no issue chomping the miles, if that’s your
bag. And with chop/flotsam in the mix we
were pleasantly surprised by how well it
handled the downwind legs of each session.
Whilst not a specific bump runner it
certainly gives the feeling of catching swells
and could therefore be an intro to this area of
stand up.

O’Shea’s usual high level of
attention to detail is on display
with seams and materials all in the

CONCLUSION
O’Shea’s HPx feather weight
construction certainly
delivers on its promise. This is
indeed the lightest inflatable
stand up paddle board we’ve
used to date. That fact in
itself will make the 9’8
desirable to many. Add in
some playful on water
performance, however, and
you’ve got yourself a fun air
board that’ll do more than
simply float about mere yards
from shore. If you’re looking
for a fun paddle vehicle of the
air filled variety then you’d do
a lot worse than choose an
O’Shea iSUP.
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X – free! –
McConks Go X-Wild iSUP

Price:
£650 on preorder, board,
pump and bag. Preorder
product page will be
www.mcconks.com/inflata
ble_SUP_shop/gowildx_
preorder

Info:
www.mcconks.com

But it’s not just for show. The deckpad is a
grippy affair with a bunch of grab handles
secured on deck. And a GoPro/action cam
mount sits on the nose with a comfy carry
handle rounding out the top side. Underneath
and you’ve got the option of a bunch of
different fin configs with the brand utilising
both click fin FCS mounts and the more
recognisable US box centre fin box.

If you fancy journeying off somewhere the Go XWild will certainly accommodate with it being
able to chomp miles without hassle. It’s a very
comfy board to paddle as well making those day
long or extended sojourns all the more pleasant.
And should weather conditions turns nasty then
fear not as the McConks is a confidence boosting
platform that won’t let you down, instead
spurring paddlers on to reach their destination.

Out afloat and it’s 32” width certainly feels
stable. Many air boards tend to ‘give’ and bend
according to the water state but fortunately
the Go X-Wild is more sturdy than not. It’s
pointy nose aids tracking and glide and for
such a thick iSUP it feels pretty planted rather
than high riding.

We actually had a lot of fun testing the Go XWild. It’s an iSUP that you can chuck about and
act the fool aboard. 180s, one footed paddling,
upside down sweeping; whatever you consider
to be worth having a bash at the McConks
allows. And let’s be honest: it’s this goofing that
helps develop riders and their paddling skills.

CONCLUSION
The McConks Go X Wild is one
of the most fun inflatables
we’ve tried from the Cotswolds
based brand. It may have river
leanings on paper but the
board is ripe for any type of
waterway you see fit. Touring,
recreational paddling or just
messing about on the brine the
McConks Go X Wild is
enjoyable to use with many
paddlers no doubt finding
favour with it. Well
manufactured and durable to
boot – what’s not to like?
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s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Pics: Nick Kingston
A white water, river touring iSUP that’s perfectly applicable to any
stretch of water? Yep, that’s pretty much what you get with
McConks’ Go X-Wild sled. Manufactured in premium Dropstitch lay
up it’s a durable and robust paddle machine that boasts distinct
graphical livery. You can pretty much spot a McConks from a mile
away these days.

More than meets the eye –
Hypr Hawaii Gun 12’6 x 29”

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

We know what you’re thinking: a big wave gun isn’t a SUP that
you’d particularly go for. But hear us out, there’s more to Hypr
Hawaii’s 12’6 Gun than meets the eye.

Price:
£1695

Info:
http://hyprnalu.co.uk

out a bunch of distance missions
and found it to be on equal par as
more ‘marketed as such’ boards.

First up you have the typical Hypr aesthetic;
wood veneer looks with those unique hull
contours that are hollowed out for
additional speed, so the brand say. What’s
nice this time around is Hypr’s inclusion
of fins, as in the past it’s been down to
the paddler to source their own better
quality types.

Hands up: we never got within
sniffing distance of a wave over
waist high – such is summer in this
neck of the woods. So in terms of
testing the Gun’s hardcore wave
slaying properties we can’t say. What
we can happily report, however, is
how the 12’6 makes small swells fun
and for a longer board delivers a
decent level of manoeuvrability.

As everyone knows these days sub-30”
wide boards are no way as unstable as
in the past. Hopping atop Hypr’s Gun
12’6 you can certainly feel its
composure. Even with the board
tapering down to a pronounced pin tail.
No unnecessary wobbles and therefore
ability to focus on paddling and not
staying upright.

For sure, you’re not going to hacking
chunks off the top or banging in full
power reos. None the less it picks up
surf easily (it’s great if you fancy long
roll ins from way out back) and
accelerates to a worthy top speed.
Setting a rail is efficient and then it’s
glide train central as you boot down
the line with maybe a few drawn out
carving turns for good measure. Fun
personified then…

For a big wave gun the 12’6 makes a
damn good case for SUP tourer. In fact,
with the addition of its rear mounted
bungeed, whereby paddlers have the
ability to carry essentials, there’s
absolutely no reason why you can’t use the
Gun as an exploratory vehicle. We carried

CONCLUSION
Names, as with just looking at
dimensions, tell you nothing about
stand up paddle boards. Hypr
Hawaii’s big wave Gun may suggest
doing battle with life threatening
surf conditions but actually it’s a
board that’ll deliver the goods
without any type of wave in the mix.
And should you be confronted by
smaller, more doable surf, then it’s a
sled that’ll do justice to this scenario
without question. Gliding and sliding
is what the 12’6 loves. For anyone
looking at clocking up those wave
riding miles it’s a board that’ll suit.
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Hard as… –
Fatstick Enduro Hard Case
10’6 x 32” x 195L

Of course, the technology used in Fatstick’s
Enduro Hard Case 10’6 isn’t new. But FS are
a brand actively pushing it in the UK, and
why not? Simply put you can purchase
one of these boards and not have to worry
about transporting it from A to B, carrying
it to the put in or storing. If you happen to
bump into something, drop it or be less
than careful then worry not as the Hard
Case will handle it and not pick up any
dings. This trait alone will make it highly
desirable. But what about on water?

Price:
£699

The Enduro Hard Case is a no hassle all
round stand up paddle board that displays
plenty of stability with its 32” width. It
has a very direct feel when paddled from
stand still. Don’t get us wrong, it isn’t a
tourer, but there’s admirable tracking and
glide is pretty good. If you’re a
nervous/anxious paddler the Enduro Hard
Case is perfect as its manners are

Info:
https://fatstickboards.com
/shop/hardcase-sup-106/

So, decent graphical looks,
superior construction that
really is bomb proof and a level
of performance that should
appeal to a wide variety of
stand up paddlers Fatstick’s
Enduro Hard Case 10’6 is a SUP
that’ll last (and then some) but
also provides plenty of paddling
fun across different SUP
scenarios you may find yourself
in. For anyone worrying about
their paddling joy this is one to
certainly check out.
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Manoeuvres are easily achieved
due to the board’s good manners
so if you’re looking to learn how
to pivot turn, dial in your strokes
more efficiently, or nail down
your foot work it’s a good board
for that. For any paddler looking
to dabble with waves then you’ll
also be well swerved. There’s a
little bit of weight in the Fatstick
(this isn’t a bad thing) which
helps with momentum down the
line. Turns are possible but they’ll
be the more progressive, drawn out
type.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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impeccable, you’ll get no
surprises and it delivers the
goods in terms of the SUP
experience, even if the
conditions turn out to be less
than perfect.

s h e d : h a r d

The first time we tested Fatstick’s Enduro, hard as nails, almost
unbreakable SUP (x6 stronger as told by FS themselves) was a few
years ago. Fast forward to 2019 and the brand have updated the
design, made its aesthetic more sexy and essentially come up with
a more desirable SUP that just so happens to be incredibly robust
and resistant to knocks.
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Peace of mind –
Restube personal floatation
We tested Restube’s personal floatation device – first gen – back in the
day. At that point the issue of personal floatation, or the lack of it
within stand up, was just coming to the fore. Fast forward and
following a few tragic incidents, close calls and near misses it’s pretty
much a talking point and top of many paddler’s agendas, along with
leash connections. These days Restube offer a variety of devices to
suit multiple watery scenarios.

Price:
Basic - £60.00
Classic - £72.00
Swim - £86.50
Sports - £95.00
PFD - £96.00

Info:
https://lyon.co.uk/restubeuk-stockists

https://youtu.be/dswgPWfcihs

If paddlers need to inflate then as already
stated it’s simply a case of yanking the pull
chord and the tube doing the rest. Being
extremely efficient at keeping your head above
water we found it a good last
resort if your stand up
paddle board decides to
do one downwind or
back to shore,
having broken
your leash. You’ll
still need to
be mobile,
and kick
with your
feet, but it
certainly makes for
less tiring work until
help arrives. Back on
land it’s then a case of
replacing the Co2 capsule,
folding the tube back up and
repositioning within its pouch.

The overriding factor with Restube is that you
do actually need to be conscious for it to work.
As you have to pull a chord, that in turn fires a
Co2 canister causing the tube element to
inflate, it won’t work if you’re not
awake. So it’s more a
confidence boosting
product and one that
comes in to its own if
you and your craft are
separated.
As an addition
it’s worth
carrying a
method of
communication
and position identification,
such as a mobile phone of
VHF. Restube’s handy, and
discreet, hip pouch has just enough room for
the former and smaller version of the latter. It
can then be fitted around your waist and
forgotten about until needed.

CONCLUSION
In most cases, with prior
planning and preparation,
nothing untoward will befall
paddlers who are safety
conscious. For additional
peace of mind, however, you
have Restube. A well designed
product that’s both discreet
and functional. It’ll do the job
of keeping you afloat while
waiting for help but it’s also
worth combining with a means
of contacting emergency
services. If you’ve been
looking for a means of
increasing your paddle session
safety then Restube will no
doubt fit the bill.
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https://neilprydesailing.com
Even though NeilPryde’s Elite Firewire long john style
3mm wetsuit has been designed with dinghy sailing in
mind there’s absolutely no reason why it can’t be used
for SUP either. In fact, any type of watersport.

There’s the option of securing ankle seals with the included
Velcro straps or if, like us, simply remove them. We could see
these straps being used more if there’s chop/flotsam or swell
in the mix where paddlers tend to run into bumps and
therefore risk water flush. We didn’t, however, as the seal was
secure without.
The Elite Firewire is 3mm so it’s certainly not an off season
garment on its own. Warm weather paddling is therefore its
forte unless you fancy layering up your winter rubber, in which
case simply utilise the NP Elite as a base layer. For fair weather
paddling though it works great with as much as it retains heat
it’s also not too clingy should riders work up a sweat.
Take a dunking and the Firewire insulated thermal liner will
do its best to fend off any chill, while the Apex ultrastretch
limestone neoprene allows for all manner of paddle strokes
without restriction. We should also add the thermal inner
has moisture wicking properties so even if you do take a
dunking, paddlers will remain comfortable once they get
back on the horse.

CONCLUSION
NeilPryde’s Elite Firewire 3mm long john wetty is a top piece
of kit that has many different uses. For summery SUP
conditions it works as a stand alone product whereas should
air temperature drop it can be paired with a thermal rashvest
or even as a base layer for colder winter paddles. Quality
design, robust materials, functional and technical without
being over the tope it’s a product that any stand up paddler
would be happy to own.
Price: £195.50
https://neilprydesailing.com/products/elite-firewire

h t t p s : / / h a l a g e a r. c o m

Hala’s Grafik River Carbon lever lock
adjustable paddle is an unusual looking
sweeper compared to many. Whilst the shaft and
lever lock adjustment system aren’t unique, its
hyper extended paddle blade is. This is a specific
river SUPing tool that has its eye set on white
water performance, yet we tested it on flat tidal
water as well…
The paddle’s slightly thicker shaft certainly helps
with durability – in fact, Hala themselves state it’s a
25% increase. It’s a stiff affair with feedback given
directly and constantly to the pilot in question. And
the blade itself is super tough, allowing for a more
upright paddling position.
In most paddle cases you tend fall on to the blade
and bury it water deep. With Hala’s Grafik River
Carbon, paddlers can ride much higher. This is spot
on when you take white water into account where
more aerated water requires a less hunched stance.
You’re able to get the full power stroke benefits of
the Hala paddle even if not getting it all the way in,
so to speak.
On flat water you don’t need to over egg your
stroke to get maximum propulsion. Instead a lesser
cadence with long powerful strokes is what you end
up with which gives as much propulsion and
forward momentum you can handle. Brace strokes,
due to the longer blade, are also super efficient.
With more surface area riders can lean hard on
their engine and have the confidence to stay
upright and moisture free.

CONCLUSION
A unique tool but which will suit the needs of many,
not just white water river runners. Whilst it’s
certainly been designed with this in mind, flat
water sweepers will find favour with Hala’s Grafik
river Carbon Paddle power as its drives efficiently
and gives positive feedback. Riders may have to
adjust their paddling position/stance slightly but
this can be a good thing. Step into river mode
and any white water aficionados will love the
performance you get if charging rapids,
hucking drops of clearing big volume H2O.
Price: $279
https://halagear.com/collections/
paddles/products/river-carbon-hs
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As is usual with a premium brand like NeilPryde, the Elite
firewire long john suit is a quality, well made piece of gear. It
looks the biz in light grey livery but aesthetics aren’t its only
trait. Super comfortable to fit it goes on easy. We paired it
with a long sleeve rashy that slips underneath no problem.
You may decide to pop a top layer over instead; either/or
works absolutely fine.

Unique performer –
Hala Gear Grafik River Carbon
lever lock paddle

kg ie t a r

kg ie t a r

Toasty toast –
NeilPryde Elite Firewire 3mm
long john wetsuit

Stylish and functional –
Palm Equipment quick release belt

https://redoriginal.com

https://palmequipmenteurope.com

By Dale Mears
What to wear when on the bank or out on your SUP board? I
am not someone who wants to be paddling in a wetsuit or
drysuit if I can help it. In the winter maybe a set of dry
trousers and layers, summer a single top, shorts and
boots/bare feet. I’d been paddling in a range of outdoor tops
and base layers but you always have to question warmth and
speed of drying if you take a dip.
By Dale Mears
This really is one of those products that speaks for its self. A
simple yet effective product to add to the line up of the ever
popular quick-release belts on the market. With SUP growing
and more awareness of bank safety, the need for quick
release belts has grown. This offering from Palm, although
functionality similar to rival products, actually sits at a
slightly lower price point for a padded belt. The difference I
think this product looks more stylish than the competitors
without any compromise to the function.

I have been using a Red Original performance top layer for a while
now and have found this to be my ‘go to’ SUP wear. The design is
simple, it’s a long sleeve top, with a zip neck approx 20cm down so
you have to put on over the head and unzip if too warm. The
design is smart and does not look out of place if wearing off the
water. In fact I have found myself wearing instead of a jumper
when going on walks and other outdoor activities as well as on a
trip to the pub.
The long sleeves feature thumb holes if you like to use them. The
fit is good and not too baggy, yet the material is stretchy so
does not feel restrictive on the water. The material is thin and
feels like it won’t be warm but it’s very surprising, the top is very
warm on windy cold days yet surprisingly cool when the sun is
shining thanks to some clever moisture wicking fabric.

Featuring two quick release fix lock buckles, one blue band to
attach with a SUP leash or dry bag for quick access on the rear
and one, which is the front fastening that is adjustable to suit
paddler waist size or required fit. The webbing is 38mm, so
reasonably thick plus the padding but when wearing with a BA
sits comfortably below.

I’ve generally been wearing this with a base layer underneath,
however, as the temperature have risen, I have been dropping
the short sleeve base layer and wearing it on its own. In a similar
way to a rash vest the top has flat lock seams will not irritate the
skin. Best bit is it doesn’t smell like most thermals even after a
few uses on the water. I’ve taken a few little dips whilst wearing
the top and found it to dry quickly, even washes between use it’s
the first item dry on the line.

I have used this on white water a few times and it isn’t restricting
and on the flat it is useful to waist mount a SUP leash preventing
the leash dragging on the board or in the water. The quick
release on the front is easy to grip thanks to a plastic toggle and
when pulled quickly releases with minimal effort. The belt also
floats thanks to the padded foam inside. I know some people like
a simple webbing strap but having tried this I much preferred
the padded belt.

There is a small pocket on the chest which although I have not
used it I’m sure it might come in handy for most. Personally I
get a little annoyed having things in these pockets but recently
also found a secret pocket stitched into the seam of the top,
which I was unaware of. I image there are some paddlers who
may be reading this who own the top but have not found the
pocket as I do not recall seeing it in the tags.

CONCLUSION
Also used by Antony Ing, one of the UK’s top white water SUP
coaches and paddlers, it comes with a good vote of confidence.
All in all a simple but highly effective product that does exactly
what it should.

CONCLUSION

Price: £32.95

All in all a great top, comfortable and super versatile, this will
suit all outdoor and non-outdoor situations.

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/quick-release-belt

Price: £50.00
https://redoriginal.com/products/mens-performance-top-layer

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

‘Go to’ SUP wear –
Red Original performance top layer
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Time to fly –
Naish Wing Surfer 4m wing

Naish’s manufacturing quality is second to
none. Inflate the wing within five minutes and
you can see this fact. It looks the bomb with its
bold livery and attention to detail. The wing’s
material is robust and durable whilst the hard
wearing inflatable strut has multiple grab loops
for holding. A high quality valve tops the bill
with leash attachment being secure. And for
the safety conscious there’s the option of
attaching your SUP paddle to the strut. This
makes getting back to the beach easier should
the wind drop of you veer off course.

Price:
£729

Info:
www.naishsurfing.com/
product/wing-surfer/

It’s a light piece of kit there’s no question.
With a bit of adjustment walking to the your
put in with wing in one hand and SUP in the
other is easy enough. Place board accordingly,
hop aboard on your knees before slowly
getting to your feet, wing raised high. It may
take a few goes but this starting manoeuvre is
easy enough to achieve.

CONCLUSION
All in Naish’s Wing Surfer is a
fun and new take on riding a
SUP in breeze. For sure there’s
the foiling element, which you
can progress on, but in the
short term you could choose to
stick with your SUP. A great
product that’ll enhance your
time afloat: use for back and
forth runs, additional wave
catching propulsion or on foil.
And don’t forget there are
heaps more uses/partnerships
for the Naish Wing Surfer:
skateboard, skimboard,
snowboard and so on. If you’re
open minded then it’s time to
embrace the wing.
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The biggest thing to appreciate is the Naish
Wing Surfer isn’t a windsurf sail. You don’t sheet
in hard with it parallel. Its sweet spot is above
your shoulders at a (roughly) 45 degree angle.
With only five knots in the mix you’ll feel
pressure in the sail and start to advance. Keep
everything steady and don’t overexert, this way
a smooth run out (and back) will be achieved.
Nick managed this first go. Others may need a
bit of practise but it’ll come. Turning is a little
tricky, but again, can be done fairly promptly.
Don’t be worried about drifting downwind at
first (make sure you go out in an onshore
wind!). In time you’ll get the technique for
upwind winging, using your board’s rail and
fins more. Again, Nick managed this after a
few short goes.
Big thanks to Katie Lee and Andy Biggs
Watersports for helping with this test.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

You can read all about our subject, Nick Kingston,
and his first time wing session elsewhere in the
mag. But what’s something like this doing in SUPM?
SUPM’s article list has diversified to reflect the ever
changing SUP landscape. Wings, for many, will be
more closely connected with SUP than windsurfing
and kiting. Some see them as an extension of a
paddle, or a way to fully embrace the breeze on
windy days when a paddle just won’t cut it.

Get tough! –
Getnord Lynx rugged phone review

Non-sweeping time –
Synch Super Monkey e-bike

https://lynx.getnord.com/

https://synchgo.com/buy/
We know what you’re thinking. What’s a bike doing in a SUP
mag? But think about it for a minute. We can’t paddle all the
time, so therefore need other avenues to explore during nonsweeping time. And then there’s actually getting to the put in.
In these times of environmental consciousness e-bikes can be
a greener way to access your paddling spot. So in a sense
Synch’s Super Monkey e-bike is the ideal SUP accessory.

In the last few years there’s been a ton of work done by some
companies to increase the sexiness of rugged phones, as well
as their usability. Recently launched Getnord’s Lynx aims to
address these very points. What they’ve come up with certainly
fits the bill. Plus, there’s a strong leaning for the Lynx being
applicable to anybody into outdoor sports – they use such
imagery in their marketing.

Everywhere we went during testing the Super Monkey got so
much attention. Not least the fact it’s an electrically powered,
two wheel mode of transport. Its funky design is initially what
gets tongues wagging and admiring glances. Super fat tyres,
chopper style handle bars, the most comfy bike seat we’ve ever
set bums on and an easy to use e-motor interface makes it
extremely desirable. Did we say about the quick shift gears and
ergonomic grips as well? Yep, we were smitten!

If you’re heading near water then something that’s going to
stand up to H2O abuse and not fail is essential. All too often we
hear of smart phones being damaged by water, but sand and
such can also cause problems. From rigorous testing we can
confirm Getnord’s Lynx doesn’t bat an eyelid if you chuck it
about and generally treat it less than carefully. And with the
RAM mount package you can attach the Lynx to your board
form some SUP selfie action. We add this sentence with a
caveat: calm flat water paddles only. It’s not recommended to
take into surf environments.

But what about the ride? Straddling the saddle it’s an easy going
peddling position you adopt. No leaning forwards like you do on
conventional bikes. Instead you’re more upright and, in our
opinion, much more comfy. Flicking the electricity on you have the
choice of five different speeds to get the rear hub, 250W motor
going. Five’s the fastest with the greatest amount of assist. The
Synch isn’t a motorbike, it’s a pedal bike that feels like someone
keeps giving you a gentle shove in your direction of travel. This
makes it extremely easy to cover distance – and in quick smart
time (the SM has a range of 50-70km range with a full five hour
charge). One of the biggest benefits the Synch gave is overcoming
annoying headwinds. Even with 20+ knots blowing it’s pretty easy
to keep the cadence up and be paddle fresh come journey’s end.

CONCLUSION
The Lynx is super tough, with a heavy duty, scratch resistant
screen; it’s waterproof; shock proof; and using the Android
operating system gives access to much of the software we use
when putting the mag together. Its camera’s pretty good as well.
And you can get a bunch of different RAM mounts for attaching
the Getnord Lynx to almost anything. Heading to the beach (or
anywhere else watery) means you’ll have a hassle free time with
this phone in the mix. No waterproof pouch or protection needed.
For us it’s a banger of a phone.

There are a few minor downsides. The Synch Super Monkey is an
urban cruiser so there’s not much in the way of suspension.
Smooth ground is therefore a must unless you fancy a bone
shaking ride. There’s no way to adjust the seat height of the
Super Monkey so choosing the right size frame is essential.
These really are small things to consider though.

Price: £299

CONCLUSION
We love Synch’s Super Monkey e-bike. It’s a bicycle that got us riding
more, simply because it’s too easy to do. That easy nature also
transfers directly to your SUP life – especially if you own an
inflatable or purchase the board carrier. Cycling to the beach for a
quick paddle never seemed so appealing. You won’t be shattered and
your green credentials will be more than intact. Supremely sexy good
looks and a price point that’s not too excessive make Synch’s Super
Monkey e-bike one to consider that’s for sure!
Price: £1599.99

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

We’ve been a fan of rugged smartphones for a while, having
used a variety of alternative brand offerings in the past.
Spending most of our time surrounded by salty water, sand
and weather related elements means our smart phones are
always susceptible to damage.
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7’10 x30.3”
129L x 7.8 kg

SQUAB
SQUAB
7’2 x27.7”
7’2 x 27.7’’ x 98.8L
98.8L x 6.9 kg
SQUAB
SQUAB
7’6 x 29’’ x 113L
7’8 x29”
SQUAB
113L
x 7.0 kg
7’10 x 30.3’’x 129L
SQUAB

145L x 7.4 kg

SUP SURF

M I S T R A L .C O M

CLOUD RISE
8’6 x30.25”
CLOUD RISE
125L x 7.2 kg
8’6 x 30.25” x 125L
CLOUD BURST
CLOUD BURST
8’2 x29.25”
8’2 x 29.25” x 111L
111L x 6.9 kg
NINE
CLOUD NINE
CLOUD
x 31.5” x 145L
9’2 x31.5”
9’2

HARDBOARDS

PADDLE ’N SURF

WINDSUP

12’6

14’

UNLIMITED

RIVER / STREAM

WINDSUP ADVENTURE

ASANA
11’5 x 32” x 6”
295L x 10.3kg
FLT ConstrucIon

LOTUS
10’ x 36” x 6”
310L x 11.3kg
FLT ConstrucIon

YOGA / PILATES

COLORADO
9’4 x 36” x 6”
336L x 12.6kg
HDDS ConstrucIon

LIMPOPO
11’ x 34” x 6”
365L x 13.9kg
HDDS ConstrucIon

ANNA
SANTA ANNA
10’6 x 31”
6”
31” xx6”
308L x 8.4
4kg
10.8kg
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction
FLT

SANTA ANNA
11’5 xx31”
31”x x6”6’’
11’5”
kg
11.4kg
340L x 9.5
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction

ANNA
SANTA ANNA
SANTA
6”
12’6 x 30”
30” xx6”
351L x 9.69
kg
12.7kg
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction
FLT

NAUTIQUE
11’5 x 32” x 6”
353L x 11.4kg
FLT ConstrucIon

NAUTIQUE
12’6 x 32” x 6”
394L x 12.8kg
FLT ConstrucIon

TREKKER
12’6 x 34” x 6”
393L x 11.3 kg
HDDS Construction

AT ANCHOR

DUAL CHAMBER TRAVELLER
TREKKER
14’ x 34” x 6”
446L x 12.5 kg
HDDS Construction

AIR
VORTEX AIR
VORTEX
25’’xx6”6’’
14’xx28”
14’
10.3kgkg
336L xx11.84
345L
14’
28’’xx6”6’’
14’xx31”
370L
10.3kgkg
336L xx12.54
construcIon
FLTconstruction
FLT

INFLATABLE BOARDS

QUAD CHAMBER SPEEDSTER

CRUISE OR RACE

TRIBE FAMILY

SLIPSTREAM AIR
12’6 x 28”
6’’
25’’xx6”
300L
10.3kgkg
336L x 10.36
12’6
6’’
28’’xx6”
126’ xx 31”
350L
10.3kgkg
336L xx 11.84
FLT
construcIon
FLT construction

SPIRIT
12,6’
6”
12’6 x 28” x 6”
324L xx 8.7
kg
10.0kg
12’6x
30”xx6”6”
12’6 x30”
344L
kg
10.0kg
344L xx 10.0
FLT
ConstrucIon
FLTconstruction

BALI
BALI
8’6
6’’
27’’ xx 6”
8’6’’xx27”
210L
5.9 kg
210L xx7.6kg
FLT ConstrucIon
FLT
construction

JAVA
JAVA
6’’
31’’xx6”
9’6 xx 31”
9’6
8.6kgkg
279L x 7.22
construcIon
FLT construction
FLT

SUMATRA
SUMATRA
10’6
31’’xx6”6’’
10’6 xx31”
308L
kg
9.5kg
308L xx7.8
construcIon
FLTconstruction
FLT

LOMBOK
LOMBOK
31’’xx6”6’’
11’5 xx 31”
11’5
10.3kg
336L xx 8.6
366L
kg
construcIon
FLT construction
FLT

REVI
3.0m

INFLATABLE BOARDS

M I S T R A L .C O M

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
11’ 0 x32 x4 1/2
191L
10’6
181Lxx32.2”
12.18x kg

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
10’ 0 x31 x4 1/2
10’ x 32.2” x 191L
173L x 11.45 kg

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
9’6 x31 1/2x4 3/8
9’6 x 32.2” x 191L
157L x 10.9 kg

LEVUKA
11’2 x 32.2” x 191L

FIJI
10’9 x 33”
200.5L x 13.5kg

LEVU
12’ x 33”
242.5L x 14.5kg

SLIPSTREAM
12’6 x 26”
235L x 9.5kg
12’6 x 23.3”
235L x 9.5kg

EQUINOX
12’6 x 25”
252L x 11kg

ADVENTURIST
14’ x 28”
287L x 13 kg

VANQUISH
14’ x 24’’
269L x 11.5kg

EQUINOX
14’ x 24.6’’
287L x 11.5kg

g

VORTEX SD1
14’ x 21.25’’
277L/ x 11.2kg
14’ x 23.5’’
301L x 12.5kg

STEALTH
17’6 x 24”
Vol 293L x 11.5kg

INTERCEPTOR
17’6 x 24.3”
Vol 358L x 12.5kg

HARD BOARDS

ONE
LIFE,
BOARD,
PADDLE,
MOMENT.
ONLY
ONE
BRAND.

Water life and living since 1976

ONE
LIFE,
BOARD,
PADDLE,
MOMENT.
ONLY
ONE
BRAND.

Water life and living since 1976
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BAKER BOY
Ant Baker profile

NO WIND?
No probs!

DIGGIN' THE TRENCH
with Sandy Clunas

'GUS GETS FLYING
Angus McIntyre's windfoil journey
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wave series retrospective

DA YOOF!

Ruaraidh Somerville
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